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Those individuals who design, build and maintain our nation's
highways understand how and why a pavement behaves as it does;
lOnever j l 1 1 c y cA r t; qt ten i i u <_ uvci x y xh i ui mcu ouulii. L i i e; uiieir alL lbi
istics of one of the largest users of highways.
This paper looks at one of the primary factors in pavement
deterioration, trucks. It defines and explains several design
parameters in truck construction and presents the design logic
used with those parameters. A review of truck oriented
legislation and an introduction to enforcement procedures as
practiced by the Washington State Patrol is provided. Addition-
ally, the results of a survey of northwestern truckers are pre-
sented .
Few conclusions are drawn in that the goal of this paper was
to provide insight into the trucking industry. Opinions as to
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I NTRODUCTI ON
Many of our nations highways were and are designed us-
ing the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials (AASHTO.) design equations developed in
the early 1960 's. In these equations, the controlling
factor in the pavement thickness design is often the esti-
mation of the truck traffic. The equations quantify,
based on the data used to develop them, the deleterious
effect this traffic will have. By determining the rate at
which deterioration will occur, the design life of the
pavement can be selected for a particular loading fore-
cast .
The trucks in use today have undergone numerous changes
since the design equations were developed. The intent of
this paper is to provide an overview of trucks and tractor
trailer operations. The decisions made in design and op-
eration are driven by economic factors, <i.e., will this
help to make a profit?) . These decisions are strongly in-
fluenced, if not controlled, by the various regulations,
taxes, fees and permits required by federal, state and lo-
cal governments.
The people who devise these regulations, at the local,
state and federal level, are competent, knowledgeable in
their fields and have a clear understanding of what they
want to accomplish. In some situations, however, the
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decisions are made without a clear understanding of the
fringe impacts implementation will have on the trucking
industry as a whole. A form of "technical tunnel vision'
seems to come into play. In the eyes of the user, the
preservation of the pavement seems to have become more
importent than its use as a tool.
A difficulty for government administrators is that of
communicating the decision making process to the public
user. In a situation where a tax or restriction is im-
posed, a potentially irate user may be appeased by under-
standing the options which were considered and discarded.
Conversely, government administrators, charged with main-
taining the highways, may become upset with actions taken
by a user (a trucking company) in response to regulation
because they do not understand the thought process in-
volved in reaching an operating decision.
That is the goal of this paper; to present to the
reader the information necessary to understand, in a lim-
ited sense, the decision making process in the trucking
industry. If the reader is left with a better awareness of
how and why the industry operates the way it does, then




In attempting to discuss the trucking industry, it is
necessary to first establish a base line of common termi-
nology. This chapter will serve to define some of the
various parts of trucks, trailers and combinations. While
the terms used are generally accepted, the vocabulary is
constantly changing and subject to local usage.
Tractors
A truck or truck tractor is composed of numerous compo-
nent parts, manufactured by various companies and all as-
sembled by the truck manufacturer to function as a single
unit. Most tractors and commercial trucks are constructed
in response to a specific order; they are not built to a
standard plan and shipped to dealers for stocking and re-
tail sale. As a result, they can be accurately described
as customised, if not actually custom built. In practice,
the manufacturer provides the prospective purchaser with a
series of choices for various components of the tractor.
The manufacturers representative will then help the pur-
chaser select appropriate components.
These selections will be driven by the intended use of
the truck. Such factors as the payload weight, annual

mileage, percent grade of the intended roads, road surface
type, operating speed, area of operations, cargo charac-
teristics and local law enter into the process (Fitch,
1984) . A detailed discussion of the construction of
trucks is not within the scope of this paper; however,
discussion of several components which have a direct im-
pact on pavement loadings follows.
The pavement designer is typically concerned with the
number of axle loads the pavement will experience over the
design life. The spacing between axles, the type, number
and inflation pressure of tires and the type of suspension
are not directly considered in the design process. The
axle loads imposed on the pavement, converted into 18,000
pound Equivelent Single Axle Loads (ESALs)
,
are the load
input criteria used (AASHTO, 1986).
Some studies have been done which suggest that these
other factors play a role, perhaps a significant one, in




Axles are commonly rated by the load they are able to
carry ; for example, an axle might be rated at 10,000,
15,000 or 20,000 pounds. The load limits on the axle are
selected at the time of manufacture and are operational
constraints; they can not safely be exceeded.
The front most axle is the steering axle; its function
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is to control the direction of the vehicle in response to
the drivers steering. The steering axle is normally as
close to the front of the vehicle as design, wheel and
tire size permit. This maximizes the total distance be-
tween the frontmost and rearmost axles on the truck, thus
allowing the greatest load under the bridge formula (Refer
to Chapter III) .
If the steering axle is moved back, it is referred to
as 'set back'. The purpose of moving the steering axle
back is to increase the load applied to the front axle and
to increase the maneuverability of the rig as a whole.
Moving the axle back will decrease the turning radius of
the tractor (Truck & Bus Industry Glossary, 1933)
.
The trailing axles on the tractor may be one of several
kinds. At least one, and often two, will be "drive" ax-
les. These transmit the motive force (generated by the
engine and transmitted to the axle through the transmis-
sion) through the wheels and tires to the pavement. The
number of drive axles will be determined at the time the
tractor is built and will be dependent on the end use of
the tractor (Fitch, 1934)
.
When the axle is a drive axle, it is often referred to
as "live"? if it is not powered, it is termed 'dead'.
On some tractors, only one axle in a tandem set may be
driven (live) . If the r^ar axle is powered, the r&sr axle
is called a pusher axle. If the front axle of the tandem
is live, the re&r (dead) axle is called a tag axle.

Axles may be further designated as lift or flip axles.
In this configuration, the axle will be either pinned and
hinged so it can be * flipped' up off the pavement when it
is not needed, or it will be air actuated such that the
axle can be lifted off the pavement when it is not needed.
These axles will be down on the pavement only when re-
quired because of a load being hauled. This type of ar-
rangement is useful when heavy loads are hauled in one di-
rection and a lighter or no load is carried back (Truck •?-:
Bus Industry Glossary, 1938). By getting the additional
axle, and tire rubber, off the road, the truck will run
more economically. Tire wear will be decreased, fuel ef-
ficiency will be increased and overall operating costs
will improve (Fitch, 1984)
.
Neither lift or flip axles are live axles; that is, the
sole purpose of the axle is to transmit load to the pave-
ment. These axles would be used in specific applications
where a truck operator was attempting to comply with the
weight distribution limits imposed by the bridge formula.
Axles are placed on the tractor either singly or in
groups. A single axle is called a single axle, while a
pair of axles is called a tandem; three axles in a group
are called a tridem. The minimum spacing between the ax-
les is governed by the size of tires planned for the
wheels and the bridge formula. The maximum spacing will be
driven by the strength of the frame, manuverab i 1 i ty con-
cerns, the bridge formula and legal limits.

Axles will still be considered tandem even if they are
spread fairly far apart; although no hard and fast rule
applies, the federal bridge formula treats axles under S
feet separation as tandems for load limitations. Tandem
axles usually have some type of load leveling or distribu-
tion system between the axles so neither axle can carry a
disproportionate amount of the load ; this is usually
incorporated into the suspension system by means of a
leveling beam. As the two axles together are limited to a
total load, and as each individual axle is limited to a
lower individual load, the use of a leveling or distribu-
tion beam on tandem axle suspensions is universal
(Pederson, 1989; Zieleg, 1989).
When the axles are spread farther than tire size re-
quires, the arrangement is called a spread tandem. This
set up would be used to comply with the bridge formula,
which restricts loads based on the number of axles, the
seperation of axles and the load . Figure 1 is an illus-
tration of a spread tandem.
When discussing the drive system of a tractor or truck,
it is common to hear phrases such as r 4x4 7 , r 6x4 ' , etc.
The numbers refer to the total number of wheel locations
versus the number of drive wheel locations. Wheel loca-
tion ignores the number of t ires , single or dual used on
the vehicle. Thus, a "-6x4' simply means 3 axles (6 wheel
locations) with 2 axles driven (4 wheel locations) ; a
'4x2' would refer to a 2 axle truck with a sinqle drive
— /•

axle. The recreational "4;-: 4' is a two axle, all wheel








The purpose of the suspension is many fold. Among oth-
ers, it must position and secure the axle to the frame,
carry the load, provide resistance to side-sway and
rollover, transfer driving and braking forces between the
frame and the axles and provide suitable ride and cushion-
ing properties .> (Sternberg, 1976) .
Depending on the axle location and the preference of
the initial purchaser, several different suspensions may
be employed. In general, three types of suspensions are
in use on trucks today: the leaf spring, the walking beam
and the air cushion; these are illustrated in Figure 2.
Each of these suspension types are available from sev-
eral manufacturers; each manufacturer has made modifica-
tions to the suspension to individualize it. Although
Figure 2 shows the basic form of these suspensions, one
should be aware that numerous adaptations and permutations
of these basic forms are in use today.
It should be noted that Figure 2 shows suspensions for
tandem axles; each of these suspensions may also be con-
structed for single axle applications.
The front axle has a unique space constraint, as it is
usually placed as far forward as possible to allow for the
maximum spacing between axles to ensure compliance with
the bridge formula. Ride characteristics and, to a lesser-
degree, load carrying capability are the concerns in se-
















Bogie or walking beam
Figure 2. Three Types of Suspensions
Source: Mitchell and Gyenes, 1989.
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The leaf spring is universally used on the steering
axle- It is used almost by default; it has functioned so
well for so long, and no new suspension (such as air cush-
ion) has offered a clear improvement over leaf spring per-
formance, that it appears it will remain the standard
steer axle suspension for the foreseeable future (Ziebell,
1989 )
.
The drive axles of a truck or tractor may have any of
the three suspensions rioted above. They ar& discussed
more fully below.
The walking beam suspension functionally consists of a
rigid frame connecting the axles to the frame. Rubber-
pads may be inserted into the frame to lessen the impact,
but it provides minimal shock absorption. The full impact
of dynamic loading is transmitted from the wheels to the
frame of the truck. It is usually used in situations where
loads are extreme and where the quality of the ride is not
considered importent. Common applications i^rB off road
applications, concrete mixers, and logging, garbage and
dump trucks (Fitch, 1984).
The leaf spring is similar to the suspension system
used on automobiles; it is composed of individual, "leaves"
of steel, banded together to provide a spring of differen-
tial stiffness depending upon its deflection.
It has become common to taper the leaves to reduce
weight; this also produces a more predictable spring rate.
Since internal friction between the leaves is reduced, a
- 1 2-

better, smoother ride is provided, both loaded and empty,
with a tapered leaf spring (Fitch, 1984)
.
The number of leaves in the spring, the thickness of
each individual leaf and the stiffness of the spring rate
are all calibrated for the planned load.
In a single axle application, the springs are oriented
at right angles to the axle and are attached to the axle
at the midpoint of the spring.
Helper arms on leaf spring suspensions allow for a
two-step response. In practice, they allow the un loaded
(light) frame to be suspended on the relatively limber
portion of the spring. When the truck is loaded, the load
will be imposed on the stiffer portion of the spring, pro-
viding a more controlled ride. This spring configuration
is shown in Figure 3.
In a tandem suspension the springs are oriented and are
fastened to the ends of the axles in a similar manner to
the single axle. The springs are "tied together", how-
ever, to provide for and allow load transfer between them.
This ensures neither axle will end up carrying the total
load alone. A common method is to employ a short steel
beam, often called an 'equalizer' beam. This is illus-
trated in Figure 2.
Air suspensions are relatively new, first coming into
use in the mid 1960* S. The system provides rubber air
cushions, or bladders which are inflated with air pressure







Figure 3. Helper Spring Suspension
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frame is typically attached to the axle by a trailing arm
of structural steel to resist braking and acceleration
forces. The sidesway and cushioning forces are supplied
by the air bag (Fitch, 1984)
.
The system is heavier than a leaf spring system by
about 100 pounds on tandem drive axles, and by about 300
pounds per dead axle on a trailer or semitrailer
(Pederson, 1989:; Ziebell, 1989) . As a result, the truck
will have a reduced pay load capacity when compared to a
leaf spring equiped truck.
Studies indicate that these suspensions produce differ-
ent dynamic loads on pavements. Additional research is
being done in this area to quantify and clarify the issue.
Refer to Appendix B for details.
Tires
In selecting tires for a tractor, the operator faces
many of the same concerns individual automobile owners
face. Desirable traits will include a fuel efficient de-
sign, a high mileage rating, good handling on the road
with dependable traction and certainly a comfortable ride.
Additionally, a strong tire that will not prematurely
puncture or wear from road hazards is important.
A separate concern that a trucker has is the number of
tires to put on each axle. This will in some cases be
governed by the loads to be carried on a given axle; it
may be governed by safety considerations, by economic: cal-

culations or (most likely) by some combination of all of
these (Fitch, 1984; Ford and Charles, 1983).
A tire will be rated for a specific load carrying ca-
pacity at a particular inflation pressure at a given
speed. Accordingly, the operator will select tires based
on the intended load and speed, but the physical size of
the tire must also be considered. A tire may satisfy all
the performance criteria, but be too large to fit under
the frame and within the suspension of a particular truck
(Michel in, 1988) .
Truck tires available today include bias belted tires,
radial tires, low profile radials and the super-single ra-
dial tire. Each of these tires may be purchased with a
plethora of tread types.
Finally, each of these tires may be recapped, meaning
that additional rubber with new tread may be added to the
tire once it has reached the limit of its original tread
life. Thus a tire, with recapping, may be used several
times over its original rated mileage. Recapping a tire
is much less expensive than purchasing new tires? a recap
costs about one third of a new tire (Michel in, 1988) .
The bias ply or cross belted tire refers to a tire
which is constructed by wrapping plies or belts di-
agonally, crisscrossing each other as shown in Figure 4.
The number of plies required in a bias ply tire to carry a
particular load results in a fairly stiff sidewall. This











Radial v. Bias Construction Typical Radial Construction









Figure 4. Radial and bias Belted Tire Construction
Source: Ford and Charles, 1988.
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road traction and tread life.
In a radial tire, the plies are laid radially; this re-
sults in a more flexible sidewall, which provides improved
performance and durability (Ford and Charles, 1938;
Michel in, 1988) .
A low profile radial, commonly abbreviated LP, is sim-
ply a smaller diameter tire with the equivalent load ca-
pacity of a larger tire. As a general rule, LP tires €^re
lighter than full size tires.
As trucks are restricted by weight, heavier tires de-
tract from the pay load they can carry. Accordingly, LP
radials allow a higher payload while providing the ben-
efits of radials < Michel in, 1988; Pederson , 1989).
An additional tire currently available, but not widely
used is the super single radial. As may be gathered from
its name, this tire is designed to replace a dual tire ar-
rangement
,
with a single tire. The tire is usually nar-
rower than a set of equivelent dual tires, about 70 per-
cent of the dual width, and has an inflation pressure of
about 120 psi versus non super single radial inflation
pressures of about 100 psi (Michel in, 1988) .
In a dual tire arrangement, when (ar if) a flat tire
occurs the remaining tire of the dual set is capable of
carrying the load for a short time. The truck can be
driven to a truck service center and the flat tire re-
placed or repaired. Minimal time is lost, and the driver
can resolve the problem with no additional help or expense
-18-

other than the actual tire repair cost.
A single tire, such as a super single, will halt a
truck if it deflates. No additional tire is available to
allow the truck to "limp' in for repairs. Because of the
larger size of the super single compared to a regular
tire, it is difficult for a single person to change. A
tow or repair truck is usually required and must be dis-
patched. Any economy which is realized from operational
savings may be quickly lost (Pederson, 1989 ij Ziebell,
1989)
.
In deciding on tires, the trucker will first look, to
the steering axle. Single tires are used due to the light
(usually 12,000 pounds) loads imposed on this axle and be-
cause of handling characteristics (Michelin, 1988;
Ziebell , 1989) .
Because a flat tire on this axle would cause severe
steering and safety problems, only new tires (as opposed
to recapped tires) are used as an industry norm (Michelin,
1988$ Pederson 1989; Ziebell, 1989).
Table 1 is an example of a tire selection table for a
22.5 inch diameter rim. (This table is a partial listing
of MICHELIN brand radial truck tires) . Some basic tread
patterns for these tires are shown in Appendix C.
As an example of tire selection, if plans call for a
maximum speed of 65 mph with a load on the front axle not
to exceed 12,000 pounds, all of the tires available from
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Notice the overall diameter ranges from 40.2 inches up
to 44.5 inches. These dimensions would be checked against
the clearances available on the chassis where the tires
will be installed. While perhaps obvious, the tire must
be free to rotate at all times; a large tire may rub
against suspension components, the underpart of the body,
against steering rods or against a dual tire in a tight
turn or when going over a bump. Enough space must also be
allowed for cooling of the tire to occur while it is in
operation (Michelin, 1938).
An inflation pressure must also be selected. In this
particular case, available pressures for a 12,000 pound
a>:le load at 65 mph range from 70 psi to 100 psi depending
on the tire selected (Table 1)
.
Note, however, that by increasing the tire inflation
pressure on any particular tire the rated load may be in-
creased. Higher pressures should only be used if the
higher load is actually applied, however; Figure 5 illus-
trates the effect of inflation pressure on tire life.
Both over inflation and under inflation have an impact on
service life; tire inflation pressures should be adjusted
according to the actual load being carried (Michelin,
1988; Ford and Charles, 1988)
.
The initial cost, tire weight, performance consider-
ations and manufacturers warranty would all be considered
by a trucker before purchasing tires. Tires range in
price from about $240 for an LP trailer tire to as much as
-21-
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Figure 5. Inflation Pressure tffects
Source: Ford and Charles, ly88.

$500 for a super "single, with drive tires being, in gen-
eral, more expensive than others. Fleet owners will at-
tempt to standardise as much as possible the inventory
they must carry (Fitch, 1984)
.
On the non-steer axles, (the drive and/or dead axles)
,
an identical process is followed with the exception that
dual tires may be used on the axle. A review of Table 1
indicates that, at a given inflation pressure, dual tires
almost double the load capacity allowed.
The reason the load is not exactly twice the single
tire rating is based on the unequal loading the two tires
will receive due to the crown in the road. The crown will
impart a slight tilt to the truck; as a result, the weight
of the truck will be unequally distributed between the
ends of the axle and also between the tires. The lower
limit oh the dual tires may be thought of as a safety fac-




The tractor exists as a means to haul around a trailer
or semitrailer; these hook up to the tractor by means of
several different pieces of specialized equipment.
On the rsar of the tractor, located above the drive
axle(s) , is the ' fifth wheel', shown in Figure 6.

figure b. Fifth Wheel
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It is not a wheel in the round rolling sense, but a:
"...plate type device, carried by the trac-
tor with jaws which lock onto a pin
mounted on a trailer so the trailer can
be towed by the tractor..." (Truck & Bus
Industry Glossary , 1988) .
The fifth wheel functions both as a bearing plate far a
semitrailer to transfer load to the tractor and as a cou-
pling device to tow the semitrailer.
Additionally, the fifth wheel, although locked in place
during operations, may be slid forward or backward on its
mounting tracks. By moving the fifth wheel forward or
backward, the load from the semitrailer passed to the
tractor axles, in particular the steering axle, may be
changed. Moving the fifth wheel back will lighten the
front axle load (and increase the drive axle load) , while
moving it forward will increase the front axle load
(Pederson , 1989)
.
If an operator was in a situation where the drive
axle(s) were overloaded, by moving the fifth wheel forward
some of the load would be transferred to the steering
axle. Conversely, if steering became difficult because of
too much load on the steering axle, or if weigh scales
showed the front axle overloaded, the fifth wheel could be
moved to redistribute the load without physically moving
or repacking the actual cargo itself.
Trailer connections will be discussed under trailers.

The cab of a tractor or truck has two basic optidns,
conventional and cab over engine <COE) . While each design
has advantages, the COE allows a greater percentage of
overall length to be devoted to pay load than conventional
design. As overall length is a restricted dimension on
some state highways, this may translate directly into ad-
ditional capacity (Fitch, 1985) . These cab variations are
illustrated in Figure 7.
Trai lers
Trailers may be grouped into two major categories;
semitrailers and "true" trailers. As discussed,
semitrailers have no axle in the front portion of their
length; they depend on something else to support them.
When hooked to a tractor, this is the fifth wheel. When a
semitrailer is unhooked, a set of drop down supports,
called landing gear, are used.
Trailers have an axle, or axles, located at each end
and are self supporting. They are generally hooked up to
the truck or tractor by means of a tow or pull bar which




















Although similar in most respects to tractor axles,
trailer axles are not powered. They function strictly as
load carriers. Accordingly, the number and location of
axles is strictly a function of projected load and comply-
ing with regulations such as the bridge formula..
Trailer axles may, however be either fixed or steering
axles. A steering axle in this case does not mean ac-
tively steered by the driver. The basic difference is
whether the tires and wheels are free to move in a direc-
tion other than parallel to the direction of travel (i.e.
to 'turn') . These are most useful in long combinations
and are discussed in more detail under "trains".
Tires
A similar process to tractor or truck tire selection oc-
curs with trailer selection. The tread pattern is usually
different from that selected for the steering or drive ax-
les, and recapped tires will often be used (Pederson,
1989) . The rating of the tire for load, speed and infla-
tion pressure is the same.
An additional benefit of LP radials so far as trailer
applications are concerned is their smaller diameter.
Truck trailers are subject to a physical limitation on
their height. In addition to stability/safety concerns,
the vehicle must be able to physically fit under bridges,
lights, signs or other overhead obstructions on the haul
-29-

route. By lowering the vehicle, the LP tire allows a
taller trailer with additional capacity, but the same ab-
solute height.
Suspensions
The suspensions used on trailers are the same types (walk-
ing beam, leaf spring and air cushion) which trucks and
tractors use. They are sized for a particular axle load
rating, but function in the same manner as on tractors
discussed above.
Industry sources (Pederson, 1989; Kantor , 1939) disagree
on the most common suspension type. In general, the au-
thor feels that the leaf spring is the most common for
over-the-road applications, while the walking beam is most
common for off road or mixed applications. Air cushion
suspension use is increasing, but will take a while to
capture a sizable market segment due to the longevity of
existing equipment (Sullivan, 1938; Ziebell, 1939)
.
The suspension used on the trailer need not be the same
as that used on the tractor. For example, a tractor with
an air suspension may pull a trailer with a walking beam
suspension. The motion of the trailer, however will have
a large influence on the quality of the ride of the trac-




In hooking a semitrailer to a tractor, a pin attached to
the semitrailer protrudes down through the jaws on the
fifth wheel, which grasp and hold it. This pin is called
the kingpin. The purpose of the kingpin is to transfer
horizontal force; the vertical support of the trailer load
is provided by the bearing plate of the fifth wheel (Truck
?-: Bus Industry Glossary, 1988) .
Operating Configurations
Figure 9 differentiates between a truck, a tractor -
semitrailer and a tractor-trailer.
A truck is a single unit, combining both powerplant and
payload capability within the same frame. A tractor is
simply a power plant with no intrinsic payload capability;
it must be hooked up to a trailer or semitrailer in order
to haul goods.
The semitrailer has no axles up front, and normally
one, two (tandem) or three (tridem) axles in the back.
The semitrailer is hooked to the tractor by means of a
fifth wheel and kingpin; it is designed so that a substan-
tial part of its own weight and of its load rests on the
other vehicle.
A trailer is freestanding and has axles at each end of
its length. It is designed and constructed so that all of
its load rests upon its own wheels. The trailer is at-
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LENGTHS SHOWN ARE TYPICAL; SHORTER OR LONGER LENGTHSARE POSSIBLE DEPENDING ON CARRIERS' NEEDS AND STATE LAWS.
Figure 9. Truck Configuration Types
Source: American lrucking Association, 1989.

The twin trailer, or ''doubles', is a tractor unit
pulling a semitrailer and a full trailer coupled together.
Both Rocky Mountain doubles and turnpike doubles are
characterised by tractors pulling full semitrailers, but
in turnpike doubles the trailing component is a full size
trailer, while the Rocky Mountain double is brought up by
a shorter (28 foot) trailer.
Trains
In some cases, two semitrailers may be hauled by one
tractor (as opposed to a semitrailer and a trailer.) . The
resulting combination is called a "train". The type of
connection between the two semitrailers determines what
type of train (A train, B train or C train) will result;
Figure 10 illustrates these trains.
A semitrailer must be mounted on a fifth wheel, but the
fifth wheel does not have to be on the tractor.
A semitrailer may be mounted on a converter-dolly so
that it will function as a trailer. A converter -dol ly is
essentially a fifth wheel on wheels, with a means of at-
taching to the vehicle in front. Depending on the type of
dolly, the resulting combination will have differing
capabilities. For example, a dolly may have fixed
wheels, the wheels may be free to turn ( a steering
dolly) , and the dolly may be attached to the lead vehicle





Figure lu. Train Types














Figure 11. A-Dol ly and C-Dolly Options
Source: Woodrooffe, LeBlanc and El-Gindy, ly89,

Trains have been defined as:
A-Train: An A-Train is a tractor pulling two
semitrailers; the trailing semitrailer is mounted on a
converter-dolly which is attached to the lead semitrailer
by means of a single drawbar.
B-Train: A B-Train consists of a tractor pulling two
semitrailers: the lead semitrailer has an extended
sub—frame. On this extended frame, which sticks out be-
hind the semitrailer, is mounted a fifth wheel. The fifth
wheel is supported by the rear axle of a spread tandem on
the first semitrailer. The trailing semitrailer mounts
onto this fifth wheel.
C-Train: A C-Train also consists of a tractor pulling
two semitrailers. It is similar to an A-Train except the
converter-dolly has two drawbars; this eliminates one
point of articulation from the ensuing combination.
The differing aspect is the means of hooking the second
semitrailer to the first. Each train has significantly
different handling characteristics. While each group has
advocates, Canada has recently enacted legislation to
encourage the use of B—trains. This legislation appears






Trucks, tractors and trailers are a complex mix of
equipment. The word truck itself can be accurately ap-
plied to everything from a light imported pickup truck to
a concrete mixer to a massive transporter for the space
shuttle. In order to differentiate between them, trucks
have been divided into classes by gross vehicle weight
(this rating system was developed by vehicle manufacturers
in the 1940s) . Gross vehicle weight is the weight
specified by the manufacturer as the maximum loaded weight
(truck plus cargo.) of a vehicle. Tare weight, sometimes
called curb weight, is the weight of a truck exclusive of
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The Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA) is a
trade association formed to improve the design, manufac-
ture and use of motor vehicles. It is composed of most of
the major American truck manufacturers: Chrysler, Ford,
General Motors, Honda of America, Navistar International,
PACCAR Inc. and Volvo North America. They have grouped
vehicles into classes by weight (MVMA, 1934) . These
classes are:
Light Trucks : Classes 1,2 and 3 (under 14,000 lbs.)
Medium Trucks: Classes 4,5,6 and 7 (14,001 to 33,000 lbs.)
Heavy Trucks : Class 3 (over 33,001 lbs.)
A rough breakdown of registrations shows that about 90
percent of all truck registrations are light, 6 percent
are classified medium and 4 percent are classified heavy
(with a total weight over 33,001 pounds) (Building the
Tools, 1933; American Trucking Trends, 1989) . Light
trucks include pickups, vans and panel trucks.
The majority of heavy trucks are in fleets owned and
operated by companies rather than individual
owner-operators. Data collected by the American Trucking
Association (American Trucking Trends, 1939) indicates
that, in 1937, 1.4 million tractors and 3.5 million com-
mercial trailers were registered; 100,000 to 150,000
owner-operators were registered.
As most owner-operators have a single rig, this would
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indicate over 90 percent of the operating combinations are
f leet owned
.
Truck transportation is normally classified as either
private or for-hire. Private carriers are those companies
who use their own vehicles, either owned or leased, to
move their own goods. The principle business of the
corperation is not transportation. Examples of private
fleets would be those owned by a department store, a bak-
ery or a dairy.
A for -hire carrier is paid to move freight for someone
else. For-hires are further classified either interstate,
intrastate or local. Intrastate and local firms are
regulated by local (state, county and/or city) authority,
while interstate traffic is controlled by the Interstate
Commerce Commision (ICC) . The ICC further breaks down in-
terstate trucking into common carriers, contract carr lers
and exempt carriers.
A common carrier is available to the general public to
carry freight at a published rate between any points which
the firm has the authority (granted by the ICC.) to serve.
A contract carrier generally operates only under con-
tract to one or a limited number of customers on a long
term basis. Contract carriers must be permitted by the
ICC.
Exempt carriers ar~e in specific operations used for
transporting particular items listed by law, such as agri-
cultural commodities, newspapers, etc. and trucks used in

certain other limited fashion.
An independent trucker is simply a trucker who does not
hold a certificate or operating permit from the ICC
(Fitch, 1984) .
Prior to 1980 , interstate trucking was a highly
regulated business, with routes and rates set by the ICC.
The Motor Carrier Act of 1930, however deregulated the
trucking business with much the same result which de-
regulation had on the airlines.
Revenues and Taxation
The industry as a whole earned about $225 billion in
1987,, representing 77 percent of the nations freight bill
and 5 percent of the Gross National Product (ATA, 1989)
.
The American Trucking Association estimates the relative
share of the shipping market held by various modes; ex-
pressed in terms of revenue, trucks held 75 percent. The
MVliA estimates the truck share, based on ton-miles, at 25
percent. In either case, the transport role played is a
significant one.
Taxes are collected by federal, state and local govern-
ments. Appendix C contains tax charts illustrative of
taxes incured by various vehicles. On average, a 5 axle
truck-semitrailer paid $4,084 (state) + *4,241 (federal)
48,325 in taxes to operate in 1987 (ATA, 1989) . The amount
of taxes paid is dependent upon the fuel type (gas versus
diesel) , the gross weight of the truck combination and the
-40-

:otal number of axles. These are all components which the
initial purchaser of the vehicle may specify.
This information illustrates the size and complexity of
:he industry and the dollar value of commerce which is in-
volved. It is a large, complicated and sophisticated in—
iustry
.
The MVMA tracks trends in the industry. Some of the
nore interesting are presented here :
- The van has been the most popular trailer body type
! or the past five years, by a factor of about 8: 1.
—Flat beds are second, followed by dump trucks, then
:ankers
.
-Since 1977, the share of the transport market captured
jy trucking has hovered around the 25 percent mark. In
L987, 24.92 percent equated to 661 billion ton-miles of
Freight
-In 1988, the balance in the highway trust fund, funded
^ith user fees, totaled over fourteen billion dollars,






When regulators initially began to restrict the loads
which a truck could place on a road, they looked to what
they considered the weak link: bridges. The concept of
spreading the load by control of axle spacing was adopted
with the intent of preventing overloading of the struc-
tural components of bridges. The results were codified in
the bridge formula (FHWA, 1984)
.
The bridge formula is an equation which restricts the
loads which may be placed on an axle or group of axles.
The equation is:
W-500 >K <LN/ (N - 1) + 12N + 36)
Where:
W is the maximum weight (in pounds) which can be car-
ried on any group of two or more axles, computed to the
nearest 500 pounds
L is the distance in feet between the extremes of any
group of two or more consecutive axles
N is the number of axles in the group under consider-
ation (FHWA, 1934) .
Table 2 is a tabulation of allowable loads computed by
the bridge formula. Note the increasing loads both with
increasing number of axles and/or increasing separation.
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The Federal government, on the interstate system, lim-
its single axle loads to 20,000 pounds, tandem axle loads
to 34,000 pounds and the overall gross weight of the ve-
hicle to 80,000 pounds (FHWA, 1984) . These loads may le-
gally be exceeded, but only by the purchase of an overload
permit from the individual state (s) where the travel will
take place (See Chapter V). Additionally, some states
which had established higher limits pr ior to the federal
standards were allowed to keep those limits under a
"grandfather" clause- These are detailed in Appendix E.
As an example of the application of the bridge formula,
suppose a 3 axle tractor is pulling a 2 axle semitrailer.
Figure 12 defines this configuration; the dimensions be-
tween the axles are unknown, but will govern the legal
load that may be carried. This design exercise will de-
termine the dimensions required.
Looking first at the tandem axles on the rear of the
semitrailer, the bridge formula shows that unless they are
spread more than 8 feet, the total load on the two axles
can not exceed 34,000 pounds, nor may the load on either
axle exceed 20,000 pounds. The same analysis holds true
for the tandem drive axles on the tractor.
-44-

.Figure 12. Truck Planning Schematic
Source: Peeler son, 1989
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However, looking at the 4 axles together (the two drive
axles on the tractor and the two rear axles on the
semitrailer.)
,
and assuming a total dimension between the
frontmost axle and the rearmost of these tandems of, say
34 feet, the calculations at 34 feet and 4 axles indicate
an allowable load of 64,500 pounds, some 3,500 pounds un-
der the capacity of the two tandem axles loaded to 34,000
pounds each
.
The distance between the first and last axle would have
to increase to 39 feet to allow the use of the 34,000
pound allowable loads on each tandem axle.
A specific exception to the bridge formula, however al-
lows:
"...Two consecutive sets of tandem axles to carry a gross
load up to 34,000 pounds each providing the overall dis-
tance between the first and last axles... is 36 feet or
more. . ." (FHWA, 1984)
.
The next check is to add the steering axle into the
computations, which provides 5 axles. A possible dimen-
sion from steering axle to rearmost trailer axle is 58
feet; with a distance of 58 feet and five axles, an allow-
able weight of 84,000 pounds is computed. The Interstate
system, however, is restricted to 80,000 pounds without
special permits. As it is desirable to operate without
special permits, it would be optimal to have 34,000
pounds, the legal limit, on each of our tandem axles and
12,000 pounds on the single steering axle.
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This translates into a distance of not less than 51
feet between 5 axles with an 80,000 pound limit, not less
than 36 feet separation for 4 axles and a 68,000 pounds
limit and not less than a 4 foot separation for a tandem
axle with a 34,000 pound limit.
Perhaps not surpr ising ly ,' these dimensions and limits
ar& among the most common in use today. It must be empha-
sized, however, that permits may be purchased to exceed
these 1 imits.
The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 (Pub-
lic Law 97-424) (STAA) required each state to adopt
regulatory standards regarding vehicle width, length and
weight on the Interstate and National Network. These
standards are:
-not less than 102 inches wide
-not less than 48 feet long for a semitrailer in a
tractor-semitrailer combination, or
-not less than 28 feet for a semitrailer in a
tract or -semi tr a i ler-trai ler combinat ion
.
N° over a 1
1
length restriction on a combination is al-
lowed to be set by the states on the interstate.
Note that, although this expressly permits doubles, it
does not address triples (three trailers towed by a single
tractor) . Accordingly, this question has been left to the
individual states.
Weights are limited to 20,000 pounds for a single axle,
34,000 pounds on a tandem axle and a maximum gross weight
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of 80,000 pounds. Overall weight and axle loadings are
subject to the bridge formula.
State Restrictions
The bridge formula presented above is the Federal
Bridge Formula, applicable to the interstate system; indi-
vidual states may adopt regulations either more or less
restrictive for their roads. Additional restrictions on
length, both of individual components and of overall com-
binations, exist and vary from state to state. Appendix E
lists some of these restrictions by state.
The federal - government, under the STAA, requires the
states to provide reasonable access to service facilities
off of the federal interstate system. The intent is to
allow trucks to refuel, off-load or simply be parked for
the night without subjecting the operators to charges of
violating state restrictions. Most states restrict op-
erations away from the interstate; Appendix E pertains.
An additional restriction which Washington state im-
poses on trucks is a tire width restriction. It is simple
in concept and application; one inch of tire section width
must be in contact with the road for each 600 pounds of
load. For example, if a four tire axle carries 10,000
pounds, the total lateral tire dimension for that axle




A prospective purchaser of a new truck or tri-iiler must
accurately forecast the operating range (what states.) , the
load at which the truck can operate profitably and the
size the trailer must be to accommodate that minimum load.
Then, the axle spacing must be calculated and the tire ar-
rangement considered to ensure the rig can be legally op-
erated .
The influence the bridge formula has in determining
axle spacing and vehicle layout can not be over
emphisized. It is the driving force. Any design must be
checked against it; if the design does not comply, an il-
legal vehicle could be built, one that would not be
allowed to operate over the highways.
The intent of the above discussion was to show the ef-
fect which regulations have in driving the thought process





The Vehicle Maintenance Management Conference (VMMO is
held annually; it attracts a wide variety of trucking in-
dustry representatives from the northwest and Canada. The
1989 conference, held at the University of Washington, was
the 38+J2. conference.
The results of a survey done in 198S were made avail-
able to the author; the author prepared a similar but
modified survey for the 1989 conference. Appendix F con-
tains a copy of both surveys and a summary of the re-
sponses summarized in this chapter.
In analyzing the results of the surveys, it is appro-
priate to first describe the respondents. They cannot be
considered a representative cross-section of the industry;
they were included only if they attended the conference
and only if they took the initiative to pickup and return
the survey form.
The results are valid as a kind of 'snapshot" of the
industry in the northwest at the time of the surveys. The
results presented below should be reviewed with these
qualifiers in mind.
In the 1988 survey, the respondents broke into two ma-
jor groups - those with over 100 vehicles in their fleets
and those with under 100 vehicles; in 1989, the number
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responding with over 100 vehicles was negligible (1). Ac-
cordingly, the data was blocked into three discrete sets:
1988 (over 100 vehicles)
,
1988 (under 100 vehicles.) and
1989.
Because many of the responses were incomplete, the num-
ber of responses varies for each question. The number of
surveys returned is helpful in evaluating the data. In
1988, 25 responses were returned by people with over 100
vehicles, 34 responses with under 100 vehicles; 1989 re-
sponses totaled 24.
As may be seen in Figure 13, straight trucks (no trail-
ers.) represent the largest single category (27 percent to
47 percent.) of the respondents in both years. Trucks
pulling trailers were also a common group (about 20 per-
cent.) , although, semitrailer combinations were a bit more
popular (about' 25 percent.) . The majority of the "other"
category consists of buses and special use trucks (mostly
municipal vehicles.) , as opposed to any type of train con-
f igurat ion
.
It is interesting to note that the larger O100.) fleets
consisted mostly of trucks and "other", while the smaller
fleets appear more evenly divided among the various types.
The great majority of the respondents in both years op-
erate locally (Figure 14) , although about a fifth operate
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Figure 14. Operating Area

Less than 10 percent of* the respondents operate cross
country. This may be why the number of straight trucks is
so high as opposed to semitrailer rigs, which offer
greater cargo capacity.
In 1988, fleet size had little impact on the type of
road the trucks were driven on (Figure 15) . Urban and ru-
ral roads dominated, with about 25 percent of the travel
ower interstates. In 1989, however interstate and rural
driving increases pushed urban travel down to about 25
percent of the total.
In the type of tire used, Figure 16 indicates an almost
total switch to radial tires, with few bias ply users
left.
Although the data suggests larger fleets are using bias
plies often, on the related question "What will you do
when it is time to buy new tires?", no one indicated a de-
sire to switch to bias. The vast majority (Appendix F>
intended to stay with the same 'type tire, and 6 of 21,
just under 30 percent in the 1983>100 group indicated they
would change to radials when their current tires needed to
be replaced. A small group indicated an intention to try
low profile radials, and a single respondent planned to
try super single radials.
Suspension systems on trucks or tractors (Figure 17)
emphasized the influence of the logging industry in the
survey, with the walking beam being most popular in two
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Figure 17. Tractor Suspension Type
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previously, the walking beam is often used in on/ off road
applications, where the quality of the ride is not
critical to the cargo (in this case, logs.) .
Leaf spring suspensions, combining a softer ride with
a reasonable service record and no significant weight pen-
alty, were the clear favorite with small fleets in 1933
and, while not the majority in MOO 1983 or 1939, held a
respectable 30 percent of the market.
Air suspensions, which carry a weight penalty of sev-
eral hundred pounds compared to other suspensions, were a
distant third (about 5 percent) with large fleets.
Smaller fleets, perhaps more concerned with comfort, used
significantly more air suspensions ( 20-25 percent)
.
In looking at trailer suspensions (Figure 13) , the leaf
spring is the clear choice. In the larger fleets, the
leaf spring beat out walking beams by about 10 percent (50
percent to 40 percent) while smaller fleets, perhaps not
so dominated by logging, used leaf springs over 70 percent
of the time.
This is supported by the industry opinion (Pederson,
1939) that leaf spring suspensions are far and away the
dominant suspension for over the road (as opposed to off
road) trailers.
Air cushion, while increasing in 1939 over 1933, is
still very much in the minority. Air suspensions weigh
about 100 pounds more than a leaf spring suspension for a













axle more in a trailer application (Pederson, 1989;
Ziebal, 1989). As noted earlier, if the operator tends to
gross out his vehicle, this weight penalty becomes an on-
going income penalty. Viewed another way, the owner pays
for the air suspension every time a load is hauled - in
lost payload and thus in lost income.
In looking at the response to the gross out/cube out
guest ion, about 60 to 70 percent of the fleet grossed out
before they cubed out (Figure 19). Accordingly, the lack
of air suspensions in the response is not surprising.
About 20 percent in 1988 (both groups) and only about 5
percent in 1989 cubed out, while 10 to 20 percent each
year did not gross or cube out. This says that 80 to 90
percent of the trucks operating were "filled", either by
volume or weight when they were hauling a load.
This lead to the guest ion; "How often are the trucks
actually hauling a load?" In response to the guest ion
"What percent of time do your trucks operate empty?",
about 35 percent of the responsdents claimed less than 10
percent of the time (Figure 20). This was consistent
across fleet size and year. A similar result is seen in
the midrange (10-20 percent and 20-30 percent) .
The over 30 percent category, however, shows a clear
breakout. The smaller fleets in 1988 spent more time
empty than the larger fleets.
As a general statement, 1989 fleets spent less time










Figure 19. Controlling Parameter
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Figure 20. Unloaded Operations
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As a truck generates profits only when loaded, it would
be nice to conclude that truckers are getting more effi-
cient over time; this may be true. However, because of
the nature of the data, this may represent an abundance of
truckers in 1983 who rarely carry a return cargo, or it
may represent an abundance of shippers in 1989 who do
carry return cargo. The sample size is not large enough
to draw supportable conclusions.
Several questions in the 1989 survey dealt with ride
quality. Asphalt pavement was prefered over concrete by
89 percent of the operators, while 90 percent of them felt
their trucks rode "smoother" when loaded as opposed to
empty. Speed was also a factor, with 70 percent feeling
the ride was better at highway speeds of 55-60 mph rather
than in the 30 mph range.
An attempt was made to determine if bias belted tires
tracked differently than radial belted tires; 83 percent
of the respondents had driven both kinds of tires. Figure
21 illustrates the response; 59 percent felt radials
tracked better, while only 4 percent felt bias tires
tracked better. Over a third, 37 percent, either had no
opinion or did not notice a difference between the types.
As tracking may be greatly influenced by tire align-
ment, an attempt was made to determine the frequency that
alignment was checked. Fully 87 percent check only "when
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Figure 21. Tire Tracking
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Proper inflation pressure is essential to long tire
life; only 43 percent of the respondents maintain tire
pressure at the maximum recomended pressure, but almost
two thirds check pressures weekly.
This is perhaps explained by the finding that 80 per-
cent of the respondents have noticed that ride is affected
by inflation- pressure; under inflation produces a softer
ride, while over inflation produces a hard ride. A side
effect of this, however may explain why only 45 percent of
the respondents get the rated mileage from their tire
tread. Of the "non-achievers", 9 of 9 cited poor driver
habits and/or hard use; the "achievers" cited proper main-
tenance and proper inflation pressures, 7 out of 9 times.
One guest ion asked how many hours per day the fleet
trucks were in operation. Figure 22 details the response;
over 40 percent (both 19S8 and 1989 surveys) claimed to
work in excess of 16 hours per day. Many of the responses
indicated the trucks operate 24 hours per day. While this
may indicate that the trucks somet imes operate for 24
hour 5 at a stretch, the survey asked a simple guest ion. It
would be reading too much into it to call this a "bravado"
response, but truckers have sometimes been described as
"the last cowboys" <Ziebell, 1989.) . Driving and maintain-
ing trucks is a hard job, requiring dedication and long,
often irregular hours. It should not be surprising to
find that many of the respondents think of themselves as
"on duty" 24 hours a day.











As a snapshot of the participants, the survey shows a
remarkable similarity over the two years, even considering
the differences in fleet sizes and individual attendance.
Most of the vehicles are either straight trucks or trac-
tors with a semitrailer. Most of the tractors have either
walking beam or leaf spring suspensions, while a clear ma-
jority of the trailers have leaf springs. Radial tires
are used almost exclusively; low profiles are beginning to
be seen. Super singles do not seem to be a major factor
in the industry, nor do they seem to be gaining. Bias
belted tires are rare, and indications are thgy will get
rarer .
Most of the driving is done locally, on both urban and
rural roads, although interstate use increased in 1989.
Generally, operators reached weight limits (grossed out.)





Weights, Dimensions and Enforcement
In any given state, a truck operator or trucking firm
must comply with numerous regulations and restrictions.
Licenses for the trailer, the tractor and the driver are
required; a log must be kept detailing how many miles are
driven on what days in which state so each state may col-
lect the appropriate share of road use tax. A record of
how much fuel was purchased and where must also be main-
tained so fuel taxes may be collected. The Interstate
Commerce Commission becomes involved when a truck is
available for hire - another license is required.
This process is replicated in each state the truck will
operate in; a fifteen state operating area requires com-
plying with fifteen separate state laws.
The intent of this section, however is not to focus on
al
1
operating permits, but to look at a very specific area
of permits - the overload permit.
As noted earlier, it is common practice to design a
pavement based on the equivalent number of 18,000 pound
axle loads expected during the design period.
A simple relationship often cited between loads and
pavement distress is the 4 + l_- power "law": any load in ex-
cess of IS, 000 pounds per axle will cause damage not in a
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1 i near fashion (i.e. - twice as heavy = twice as much
damage)
,
but in an exponential fashion (i.e. - a 36,000
pound axle will do C36, 000/ 18,0003 *= (2) •**= 16 times the
damage of an 18,000 pound axle.) (AASHT0, 1986.) .
If the pavement is designed for some particular traffic
which equals some number of ESALs, but the designer did
not include a consideration of overloads, the pavement
will reach the end of it's design life sooner than ex-
pected .
Although the Federal government has set a maximum al-
lowable load, both for axle loads (20,000 pounds single,
34,000 pound tandem) and total truck weight (80,000
pounds) on the Interstate system, the states are free to
issue permits to exceed these limits if they feel it is
necessary. Additionally, any state which had higher loads
allowed prior to the federal standards was "grandfathered"
and allowed to keep the higher limits (FHWA, 1984)
.
While each state is different, Washington State law
will be used as an illustrative example. The Washington
State permit process recognizes the need in the permitting
process:
"...To protect the public investment in the roadways
and structures of the highway system, ... to protect the
motoring public..., to assist haulers and individuals with
transportation problems .... and to generate revenue to





Justification is required in order to obtain overweight
permits; in general, the load must be reasonably
nonreducable. Rates are as set by the state; currently,
for a 3 axle tractor permitted to 105,500 pounds Gross Ve-
hicle Weight (GVW) , the additional tonnage will cost about
$940 a year
.
Note that this charge is an annual fee, not based on
mileage. A special "per mile" permit may also be pur-
chased; this features a scale increasing with increasing
weights.
The vehicle is still subject to the state bridge for-
mula limits on axle weights, so most tractor - semitrailer
rigs with overweight permits will have additional axles.
By looking at the bridge formula values for Washing-
ton state (Table 3) it is evident that additional axles
must be added and the combination length must increase.
If a truck will exceed size restrictions in complying
with the bridge formula weight restrictions, an oversize
permit must be purchased. In Washington, the size re-
strictions are:
-8 1/2 feet wide x 14 feet high x 40 feet (single
unit.) or
- 48 feet (single trailing unit) or
60 feet (two trailing units)
.
The same logic applies to size as to weight; the load
must be reasonably nonreducable. If the load cannot
reasonably be reduced, it may be transported even if the
-70-

Table 3. Washington State Delude Weight Limits
Source: "Ouerujeight Permits', UJSDOT, 1988.
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limits are exceeded if certain conditions are met.
In Washington, those conditions area
Weight on a single axle: < 22,000 pounds.
On a tandem axle: < 43,000 pounds.
Weight on any series of axles is subject to the follow
ing restrictions:
Distance Btwn. Axles (feet) Weight Allowed
- 10 Feet x 6500
10 - 30 Feet plus 20 x 2200
Over 30 Feet plus 40 x 1600
The lesser of these governs. This is less restrictive
(allows more weight) than the bridge formula and is used
for loads up to 200,000 pounds.
As an example of the permitting process, assume a load
of 67,000 pounds (say a precast concrete bridge beam)
which is SO feet long. Assume a vehicle tare weight of
30,000 pounds, and assume the load will be evenly distrib-
uted over the axles, with the exception of the steering
axle, which will carry 12,000 pounds.
With a GVW of (67,000 + 30,000) 97,000 pounds, an over-
weight permit will be required. In order to carry this
load, the total length will need to be at least 54 feet
with 8 axles, or 45 feet with 9 axles. As the cargo is 80
feet long, length will not be a limiting factor; an over-
size permit will already be required.
Using the values in Table 3, various combinations of
single, tandem and tridem axle solutions can be found.
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One possible solution would be a tridem on the rear,
spread over 12 feet (limit is 45,000 pounds), a lift axle
added to the drive tandem, which creates another tridem
(limit also 45,000 pounds.) and 12,000 pounds on the drive
axle. The rear tridem would need to be at least 52 feet
away from the drive axle tridem (97,000 total - 12,000 (on
the steering axle) = 85,000 pounds on the two tridems.
The limit on six axles at 85,000 pounds is 52 feet; Table
3) .
Additionally, the steering axle must be at least 19
feet in front of the lead tridem (42,500 (Tridem) + 12,000
(Steering axle) = 54,500 pounds on 5 axles. Table 3
yields 19 feet) . As noted above, numerous axle combina-
tions can be used in determining the most economical
method of transporting the beams. Note that adding or de-
leting axles will alter the vehicle weight itself—
In those cases where a load is in excess of 200,000
pounds GVW , the process becomes more complicated. A spe-
cial application must be made to WSD0T , which may allow or
disallow on a case-by-case basis. The Washington law is
exemplary in calling for case specific tests on the pro-
posed route, including CBR tests, so the state can make an
informed decision. It is importent to note that loads of
this size may move, but an informed decision can be made.
Current Washington state law (RCW 46.44.047) allows for
special exemptions for the logging industry, although
these exemptions do not impose exceptionally heavy loads
-73-

on the pavements. These exceptions do, however, point out
the prospective role that local politics can play in al-
lowing heavy loads which a designer may not have foreseen
at the time of design. While perhaps necessary and desir-
able from a political or economic development standpoint,
such practices must be made in an informed atmosphere.
Washington also has a "load per inch of tire width"
limit; it is currently 600 pounds per lateral inch. In
practice, this means a 20,000 pound axle load must have at
least 34 lateral inches of tire on the road; a 12,000
pound load requires 20 inches. Although it is a simple,
easily understood requirement, and would appear to make
much sense as a means of spreading the load, just over
half of the states (27) have such a requirement (ATA,
1989) .
As in any restrictive program, some people will not
comply at all, while others will comply only occasionally.
Overweight trucks, some permitted, do operate on the high-
ways. If pavements are not designed to take this into ac-
count, they will fail - not prematurely, but before an-
ticipated. They will simply reach the design ESAL limit
sooner then planned.
Washington State Patrol
The Washington State Patrol (WSP) is in the position of
interpreting and enforcing the laws and regulations en-
acted by the federal and state governments in the field.
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The WSP is empowered on all federal and state roads, and
has authority on county and city roads if authorised by
the county or city.
The patrol devotes a portion of itself to trucks, the
"Commercial Vehicle Enforcement" section. The mission of
this section is to ensure that trucks and operators are at
all times in compliance with the law. Several different
modes are used to accomplish this mission.
It should be noted that this chapter is the interpreta-
tion of the author of the role the State Patrol plays.
While it is based on interviews, discussions, literature
and field work with the patrol, it is not intended to be
an official representation of their responsibilities.
Permanent . Weigh Stations
The patrol operates 58 permanent weigh stations around
the state, located as shown in Figure 23. The scales are
located on major points of entry into the state and at
strategic locations throughout the state. The intent is
to filter the most truck traffic with the fewest scales.
A WSP trooper from Commercial Vehicle Enforcement (CVE.)
observes the scales and detains overweight trucks for ci-
tat i on
.
While the scales are open as much as possible, econom-
ics and labor restraints dictate the actual operating
hours. The scales are open on a random basis, and all
commercial trucks must stop if the scales are open.

Figure 23. Washington State Patrol Weight Station Locations




A commercial truck is defined as having a GVW in ex-
cess of 10,000 pounds. If a truck does not stop, that is
in and of itself a violation of state law, even if the
truck is legal in all other aspects.
Mobile Heigh Stations
Alternate routes around weigh stations exist, and if
an operator has an overweight vehicle, an alternate route
may be chosen
.
The WSP has purchased several sets of portable scales,
which are carried in WSP minivans. These mobile weigh
stations randomly patrol roads around the state and (ran-
domly) select trucks for checks. The checks performed are
identical to those performed at a permanent weigh station.
The patrol operates numerous mobile stations; they consist
of a trooper, a set of scales for weighing, a measuring
tape and toolbox for inspections and several radios for
communications. These patrols operate throughout the
state, attempting to target those areas which attract
truck traffic. Trucks are stopped based on the troopers
discretion and visual clues; a truck heaped high with top
soil may not be overweight, while a truck partially loaded
with concrete rubble may be well over a load limit.
In addition to weight checks, a visual inspection of
the vehicle for safety violations is conducted; this in-
cludes looking for wheel cracks, bald tires, worn brakes,
misaligned suspension springs and frame weaknesses. The
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operators licence, registration and insurance is checked,
as is his medical card ( a card from a physician stating
the operator is physically fit tD operate a truck) .
Enforcement Action
The trooper on duty has a large amount of discretion in
deciding on the appropriate action to take if an infrac-
tion is found. The trooper can issue warnings, either
verbal or written, or citations. Citations carry a fine
and a court date, while warnings carry neither.
In extreme situations, either of safety or weight
violations, a trooper may detain a vehicle on the spot un-
til it can be brought into compliance through on-the-spot
correction. Correction can range from shifting cargo in-
side the trailer (to unload an overloaded axle) to moving
the fifth wheel (if it is moveable) to calling for another
truck so cargo can be transferred.
In the event a load is permited but is so heavy as to
be in violation of the permit, the patrol may revoke the
permit (RCW46 .44 . 105, WASHDOT Permits, 19Q8) .
Of vital importance to the operators, safety citations
issued by the WSP are counted as moving violations by both
the state licensing department and insurance companies.
Drivers who have never had an accident, but have been op-
erating an unsafe vehicle several times could lose their
insurance or have large premium increases. Safety viola-
tions also carry a $45 fine (Fouty, 1989; WSDOT , 1938).
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Overweight violations, while not a moving violation for
insurance or licence purposes, carry a substantial fine.
The fine increases with the size of the violation- It is
importent to note that the ticket is issued to the dr i ver
of the truck, not the owner of the truck. Additionally,
three or more violations result in license revocation.
Recognizing that a driver often has little or no say
in how heavy the truck is, especially if driving for a
company, some individuals favor differentiating between
"individual" violations and "corporate" violations. The
goal is to punish whomever is overloading the trucks, in-
stead of simply the operator.
The operator may be subject to loss of employment by
the company for refusing to drive an overweight truck,
while driving it means running the risk of losing licence,
insurance, fines or some combination thereof. If the com-
pany is the decision maker, an " overt icketed" driver will
simply be fired by the company when no longer useful and a
new driver hired; the cycle will then repeat itself
(Fouty, 1989)
.
It should be noted that this practice was not condoned
by any of the trucking firms contacted in the research for
this report. Many firms pay overweight fines for their
operators as a matter of company policy, and strive to
comply with all aspects of the law.
One concept proposed to combat this alleged practice is
to ticket the companies which operate the vehicles di-
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redly, rather than the drivers. If a company collects
enough fines, it will be motivated to comply with the law.
This is not current practice in Washington, nor has it
been formally proposed.
Many load violations, based on conversations with op-
erators, are based on ignorance of the law or of the
weight of the specific cargo they are carrying, instead of
intentional violations. The operators learn with experi-
ence how much they can carry without violating the law.
Some carr iers now use load scales when loading, while oth-
ers simply "eyeball" the loads. This (eyeballing) is es-
pecially common in field loading of dump trucks hauling
rubble or fill material <Fouty, 1989)
.
A certain amount of overloading, however is inten-
tional; sometimes blatant. On July 21, 1989 <the day the
author rode with the WSP) a trooper stopped a 6 axle trac-
tor semitrailer combination which was approximately 49,000
pounds over the legal limit of 80,000 pounds. The driver
was hauling a large piece of construction equipment. The
construction equipment was a known weight and the number
of axles on the rig was known. As was shown in Chapter
III, it is a simple matter to calculate that, at a
minimum, an overweight permit was required. In fact, a
differently configured vehicle would have been required to
legally move this load. The violation resulted in a




The weigh stations are located so as to intercept most
interstate traffic as it enters the state; any overweight
truck is then stopped before it has driven far on state
roads. If an overweight or overlength permit is required,
they may be purchased at these "point of entry" (POE)
weigh stations. Non POE stations do not sell the permits,
so an operator must visit a designated sale point if the
POE weigh station is closed (Fouty, 1989; WSDOT, 1988.) .
In addition to the weight checks, state personnel at
the permanent weigh stations will randomly select trucks
and inspect them for proper paperwork (operators log, li-
cence, insurance, permits, registration, etc.) , or conduct
a safety check of the rig (tires, wheels, suspension, ax-
les, frame, exhaust, chassis labels, lights, wipers, di-
mensions, mirrors, etc.)
.
These checks occur at random, at weigh stations located
throughout the state, which are themselves open at random,
and by the mobile weigh station patrols. As a result, a




The state has instituted a process of fining truck op-
erators for overweight violations. Fines are set at
nominal amounts ($50 to $100), but an excess poundage fine
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of three cents per pound is also charged. Additionally,
with two violations in a twelve month period the court may
suspend the license registration; with three violations,
the court shall suspend license registration (WSDOT,
1988)
.
Appendix G contains a summary of the fines assessed in
Washington in calendar years 1987 and 1988. In 1988, ap-
proximately 1.7 million vehicles were weighed; 3,384 were
overweight by GVW , 16,108 had an axle overweight, 305 ex-
ceeded tire width limits and about 80,000 had dimensional
or equipment violations. They were fined a total of about
$2.6 million. In 1987, 1.5 million vehicles were weighed
with 2,482 found overweight by GVW and about $2.1 million
in f ines.
These numbers reflect only those overweight vehicles
stopped by the patrol, not the actual frequency_of over-
loading. While they show a low rate of violation ( about
0.2 percent in 1988, about 0.16 percent in 1987), it is
important to recognise the disproportionate amount of dam-
age they may be doing. Assuming the 4th power rule ap-
plies, 0.2 percent of the truck traffic may be accounting
for a much higher percentage of the damage.
Limi tat ions
As in any enforcement action, a great deal of discre-
tion is available to the individual WSP trooper. While
official rules exist, it is common to allow some overage
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on weights, whether as a fixed amount (say 200 pounds.) or
as a percentage of the allowable weight ( 20,000 pounds +
a percent.) . These situations are handled with a warning,
either verbal or written. This exists partly because the
troopers recognize that honest, minimal mistakes occur
when a trucker is pushing the limits, and partly because
the troopers recognize the physical limits of the scales.
Different scales will weigh the same weight differently,
while tire location on a scale also has an impact.
An additional difficulty which the patrol faces is the
physical size of the scales they use. The fixed station
utilizes a weighing platform which varies in size from
site to site, but is often 12 feet long x 12 feet wide. A
tandem fits on easily, but a tridem crowds it. Some
trucks currently on the road are going to four axle sets
in order to meet bridge formula restrictions. If these
become more common (under the Turner truck proposal, for
example.) the existing weigh stations may need to be retro-
fitted with larger scales.
The mobile stations use scales which weigh a single
tire each - four scales can weigh a set of tandem axles,
one at each axle end. The tire is placed under the outer
tire, and the truck is driven onto the scale. This raises
the inner tire off the pavement and allows the axle to be
weighed with only two scales; the total weight is the sum
of the individual axle weights. Likewise, the weight of




found by summing the weights of the individual axles.
While simple arithmetic (summing the weights) appears
to work, some field studies indicate problems. As in any
area where an operator can capture a competitive edge by
going to the limit, commercial truckers want to load
trucks up to or close to the legal limit. When this is
done, however, the margin of error may be less than the
margin of error on the scale.
A 50,000 pound scale accurate to 1 percent is plus or
minus 500 pounds. When possible calibration problems due
to rough handling, humidity, heat or mechanical malfunc-
tion are included, additional error creeps in. A 3 per-
cent error translates to 1,500 pounds - possibly within
the limits trucking companies would like to be operating
in
.
Appendix H contains excerpts of an industry study per-
formed in 1988 on a WSP scale; it illustrates some of the
problems of weighing a truck in parts and summing them.
Trucks sometimes now use scales while loading in order
to remain legal; this permits them to load close to the
legal limits. Under the best of conditions, some error in
the accuracy of the scale exists. As the industry becomes
more competitive and cost conscious, and vehicles load
close to the legal limits, the differences in scale accu-





Numerous studies of suspension systems, tire types and
inflation pressures, axle spacings and other factors are
underway. Research is ongoing but the results &re so in-
conclusive at this point it is difficult to make meaning-
ful recommendations. Notwithstanding this, the author
wishes to make several observations.
Pavement designers and maintainers - the entire pave-
ment or public works community - need to stop viewing
trucks as the "enemy". Several individuals expressed a
negative view of trucks in the course of this research,
usually with some vague hope that they (trucks) would just
go away
.
The trucking industry needs to recognise the limits of
pavements. Although industry executives and technical
personnel understand the consequences of overloading, the
average operator is often motivated to "haul the most the
fastest"; some view fines as the cost of doing business.
Heavy loads do acceleraye pavement distress, and trucks
(as opposed to cars) inflict the majority of vehicle
caused damage to pavements.
Barring some unforeseen economic or technical break-
through, asphalt concrete surfaced pavements will consti-
tute the majority of new and rebuilt pavements constructed
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in this country in the future. The limits of our present
technology in loadbearing capacity may have been reached
(WASHTO, 1986.) ; heavier axle or wheel loads may not be
supportable. Indeed, a case may be made that present
loads are not supportable.
Operating changes by truck operators can affect dynamic
axle load impacts; the choice of suspensions, as refer-
enced in Appendix B, can have an influence on dynamic
loads. Tire dimensions and inflation pressures influence
contact pressures on the pavement. It may be desirable to
give operators a choice in the future - lower load limits
with some suspensions or tires, higher limits with others.
As noted in chapter I, Canada has taken this route to en-
courage the use of B trains.
Lighter axle loads, but longer combinations - the
"Turner Truck" - is an alternative which has received much
attention. The concept, while not fleshed out fully, is
to allow higher GVW , but require compliance with the
bridge formula for axle weights. The bridge formula would
itself be revised to restrict loads to some lower limit,
say 13,000 pounds per axle. The effect would be to allow
larger, longer and heavier combinations, but with lower
axle weights then at present. If handling, safety and
manufacturing considerations can be resolved, the author
believes this to be a workable concept.
All states, or perhaps the FHWA, should adopt some
type of tire width restriction, similar to that now in
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effect in Washington. Currently, only 27 states have such
a restriction.
Tires appear to be a settled issue, in the authors
opinion. Radial tires, standard for tractors and low pro-
file for trailers, will be the rule in the future as bias
use continues to fade.
The industry will not move to adopt the super single
tire instead of dual tires. A radical event, possibly a
dramatic increase in fuel prices, will be required and
even then the operational concerns will need to be re-
solved .
Leaf spring suspensions will continue to be popular on
trailers, while air cushion will grow in popularity on
tractors. Operator comfort, as opposed to necessity, will
be the driving force for this trend.
The use of trains will increase. Additionally, longer
combination vehicles (LCV) will be used. These may con-
sist of triples, or of quadruples in some situations.
As shown in this paper, a truck is far more complicated
than watching one on the highway would indicate. Numer-
ous, sometimes conflicting factors influence the design
and operation of these vehicles. By understanding where
these factors originate, and the impact they carry, the
custodians of our nations pavements may be better equipped




Various Reports of Interest

While numerous reports from various or gan
i
z at ibns and
countries are available, the author found the following re-
ports to be of particular interest and to provide a good
background for pursuing this topic. This is by no means a
comprehensive listing, nor is it intended to be representa-
tive of the full spectrum of reports. These reports do, how-
ever serve as an introduction to some of the pavement loading
implications of the factors discussed in the main body of
this paper. Sources which are cited as a reference are not
also cited here.
1. Deen , R. and Southgate, H., "Effects of Load Distribu-
tions and Axle and Tire Configurations on Pavement Fatigue",
Research Report UKTRP-85-13, NTIS Report PB36-145133 , Ken-
tucky Transportation Research Program, Lexington, KY., May
1985.
2. Heinz, R.E., "Truck Impacts on Pavements", memorandum of
28 March 1988, Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation.
3. Mahoney, J. P., "The Relationship Between Axle Configura-
tions, Wheel Loads and Pavement Structures", SP-765, Society
of Automotive Engineers, Warrendale PA, 1983.

4. Mar sh ek , K.„ Hudson, W.R. et al , "Experimental Investiga-
tion of Truck Tire Inflation Pressure on Pavement-Tire Con-
tact Area and Pressure Distribution", Research Report 336-1,
Project 3-8-84-386, NTIS Report PB88-218339, Center for
Transportation Research, The University of Texas at Austin,
August 1985.
5. Peattie, K.R.,"The Influence of Axle Spacing on Flexible
Pavement Damage", Research Report No. 54, NTIS Report
PB86-2321 70 , University of Newcastle upon Tyne, England,
July 1984.
6. Woodle, Clyde., "Highway Structural, Seometric and Safety
Needs to Accommodate Future Trucking", Trucking Research In-
stitute, Washington, D.C., 1939.
7. Yap, P., "A Comparative Study of the Effect of Truck Tire
Types on Road Contact Pressures", SP-765, Society of Automo-
tive Engineers, Warrendale PA., November 1938.

APPENDIX B
Dynamic Loads as a Function of Suspension Type

As a truck is driven down a road, it responds to the
actual road profile. This response results in variations
in the actual load applied to the pavement; this
variation, which can add to or subtract from the static
load, is termed dynamic load.
Many different variables can affect dynamic load,
including vehicle weight, speed, tire inflation pressure,
road surface type and suspension type.
In a study done in England (Mitchell and Gyenes,
1989), the authors reference several studies in which
positive dynamic load is quantified as 10 to 30"/. of the
static wheel load. Additional studies indicate that
pavement strains are directly proportional to the dynamic
wheel loads applied to the pavement. Accordingly, limit-
ing the dynamic load should limit the pavement stress.
Mitchell and Gyenes compared trucks equipped with air
cushion, leaf spring and walking beam (with rubber
absorbtion blocks) suspensions over a test track. The
track included smooth and rough sections and the test was
conducted with the trucks both loaded and unloaded. A
portion of their conclusions stated:
"...At all speeds and on all sections of the
track air sprung semitrailer bogies produced
lower dynamic loads than steel leaf sprung
bogies, while rubber sprung bogies produced
dynamic loads that were always higher then
those for air bogies, and usually higher then
those for steel sprung bogies..."

The authors define a "dynamic load coefficient" as the
standard deviation of the dynamic load divided by the
static load on the axle or wheel. This was graphed
against vehicle speed for different axle locations (drive
or trailer) and the different suspensions over smooth,
medium and rough pavements. These graphs are reproduced
here
.
As is obvious, the different suspensions produced dif-
fering dynamic loads. This author would like to note
that this should be of great interest to pavement design-
ers. If different suspensions offer different loading
patterns, will suspension type affect pavement life?
A possible implication of this type of data is in
regulation application. By allowing different maximum
loads on different suspensions, it may be possible to
both maximize hauling" capacity and minimize pavement dam-
age. Suspensions which are "kind" to pavements could be
encouraged, by higher loads, while suspensions which are
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While tire tread does not appear to be a major factor
in pavement loading characterizations, it is a matter of
importance to operators. Different tread types offer
different performance characteristics,, at different
costs
.
A tread which gives good traction in mud or snow, for
example may offer high rolling resistance on a pavement
and reduce mileage.
In general, one type of tread will be used on the
steering axle, another on the drive (live) axles and a
third on the trailer <dead) axles. A short sample of
representative tread types is provided. This informa-
tion is reproduced from the Michel in Truck •!-: Industrial
Tire Data Book , Michelin Tire Corperation, unless other-
wise noted.
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Source: hord ana Charles, 1988.

Traction Radial Axle Tires
PILOT* XDHT
Low Profile Traction, Drive Axle Highway Radial Designed for High
Torque Applications, Mud and Snow Capability.
XDHT
Traction, Drive Axle Highway Radial Designed for High Torque
Applications, Mud and Snow Capability.
PILOT* XDA*
Fuel Efficient Low Profile Traction, Drive Axle Highway Radial with
Mud and Snow Capability.

All Wheel Position Truck
XZA°
All Wheel Position Highway Rib Radial
PILOT* XZU
Low Profile Highway Radial for Urban Applications.
PILOT* XA®
All Wheel Position Low Profile Highway Rib Radial.

All Wheel Truck Tires
xzz
All Wheel Position Highway Rib Radial.
Trailer
PILOT* XTA
Low Profile Highway Rib Radial Optimized for Trailer and Dolly Use
XTA
Highway Rib Radial Optimized for Trailer and Dolly Use.

APPENDIX D
Truck Operating Tax Tables

The following tables are reproduced with the permission of
the American Trucking Association. They reflect the typical
federal and state taxes which would be incurred by an op-




For Selected Motor Vehicles 1 /







enger Car N/A*/ $52.29 N/A N/A $52.29
jp Truck
be. N/A $47.61 N/A N/A $47.61
eUnit
Truck, 24,000 lbs.
el N/A $468.75 $26.85 N/A $495.60
le Tractor
-Trailer, 40,000 lbs.
)line $737.42 $1,000.05 $35.52 N/A $1,772.99
le Tractor
•Trailer, 60,000 lbs.
el $783.64 $1,525.35 $121.26 $210.00 $2,640.25
le Tractor
(Trailer, 78,000 lbs.




el $1,449.95 $2,068.95 $172.60 $550.00 $4,241.50
• type* are baaed on classifications found in the publication. 'Road User and Property Taxes', t087. FHWA. Sourcas for calculations
'Comparison of Federal Highway Uae Taxea Paid by Twelve Typical Vahiclaa". 1987. American Trucking Aaana. and 'Highway Statis-
'87", Fadaral Highway Administration
• Not Applicable


















Alabama S 800 14.00 $2,766 43
Alaska 240 8.00 1.363 51
Arizona 1.107 17.00 6.0 9.893 1
Arkanaaa 1.044 12.50 2.5 4,798 12
California 1.183 14.00* 3.190 34
Colorado 37 20.50 6.0 7.714 3
Connecticut 1.381 20.00 4.198 18
Delaware 430 16.00 2.678 45
Diatrict of Columbia 708 16.60 2.884 41
Florida 987 9.70* 2.348 48
Georgia 708 10.60* 2.196 48
Hawaii 490 22.50* 3,648 27
Idaho 136 18.00 4.275 6.254 6
Illinois 2,212 19.20* 4,907 10
Indiana 1.380 27.00* 5.169 8
Iowa 1.705 2250 4,863 11
Kanaaa 1.381 13.00 3.176 36
Kentucky 1.280 19.20 7.175 4
Louiaiana 970 16.00 3.216 32
Main* 888 1900 3,555 28
Maryland 1.300 16.50 3.896 23
Massachusetts 590 11.00 2.134 50
Michigan 1.316 19.00* 3.983 21
Minnesota 1.783 20.00 4,570 14
Mississippi 1.631 18.20 4.086 19
Missouri 1.728 11.00 3.272 31
Montana 1.731 20.00 4.538 16
Nabraaka 1.281 18.20* 3.835 25
Nevada 498 20.00 4.26 6.706 6
New Hampshire 658 14.00 2,621 46
New Jersey 869 13.50 2.754 44
New Mexico 133 16 20 3.168 4,941 9
New York 861 17.40* 3.3 5.943 7
North Carolina 933 15.95* 3.172 36
North Dakota 1.066 17.00 3.442 30
Ohio 797 1480 2.0 4,474 16
Oklahoma 997 13.00 2.822 42
Oreqon 205 1600 11.30 9.245 2
Pennsylvania 1162 23.40* 4.436 17
Rhode Island 440 15.00 2.545 47
South Carolina 810 16.00 3.066 38
South Dakota 1.470 1800 3.996 20
Tenneaaee 1.361 16.00 3.466 29
Texaa 855 15.00 2.960 38
Utah 1.171 19.00 3.838 24
Vermont 1.257 14.00 3,222 33
Virginia 1.223 19.60* 3.969 22
Washington 1.158 18.00 3.684 28
West Virginia 736 16.36* 2.890 40
Wisconsin 1.750 20 90 4.683 13
Wyoming 120 8.00 2.40 3.163 37
Average S 996 16.68a 4.6734 $4,064
'Includes retail aalea tax or other tax applied to fuel at lateat available fuel price.
' /Figures are aa of January i , 1988 and reflect feea baaed on a 80.000 lb. QVW. 5- axle, trector-aemitrailer combination (15,800 lb. unla-
den weight for tractor and 1 1 .500 lb. unladen weight for trailer) that consumes 14.035 gallons of fuel and travels 80.000 milea annually.
'/Vehicle ia registered in and travela all ita milea in the home atate. Renewal regiatration ia aaaumed. Power Unit and Trailer registration-
related fees only; excludes such other fees aa public utility feea. operating permit feea and ad valorem taxea.





The following are reproduced with the permission of
The American Trucking Association.
Under the Surface Transportation Assistance Act
(STAA)
,
each state is required to allow "reasonable ac-
cess" to the interstate system by trucks. Each state
has determined what "reasonable" is.
If an operator ventures beyond the limits set by the
state, the operator may be in violation of local or
state law even if legal on the interstate.
Page E2 is a summary of access provisions, by state,
of those states which restrict access on state roads be-
yond the federal bridge formula.
Page E3 is a summary of those states who, by reason
of "Grandfathering", do not use the federal bridge for-
mula. The higher limits allowed by those states are set
forth in this table. —
For example, the federal bridge formula limits tandem
axles, under 8 feet, to 34,000 pounds; at 7 feet,
Colorado allows 47,000 pounds while Florida allows
44,000 pounds. These higher limits are allowed by the
federal government because they were in effect before
the federal limits were proposed.
Page E4 is a summary of size and weight restrictions,
by state.

The Surface Tranaporlatton Aas.atence Act reqwree
etaiee to provide 'raaeonable* accaaa by 48'. 103"
vehicle* 10 and from the tnteretate and National Network
Mgrtweya. Acoaaa proviatona keied below ara cucrantly in
effect (or alalaa not allowing accaaa on all alala roada and
Norway* Stelae wik provide a rrwparuj/ or lurtirigehowing
ma permieerble roulee
The Wtowtng alalaa allow tmanitod accaaa on atala
Ngrtway* Arkaneaa. Colorado. Hawaii. Idaho. Indiana (all
public roada. local reetnctione may apply). Kanaaa (all
rood* hwT») Miaaiaaiopi Montana (all roade/hwye). N*
braaka. Nevada (all public roada *e to?" ?e s ). Ohio (all
public roada. local raatnctiona may apply). South Dakota.
Teaaa (aN roada 'hwye). Utah (all public roada. local ra-
atnctiona may apply) Waehingion. Wyoming
Width All roada aicapt county road* of let* than 12'
tana widtha
Trector-eeriutreuet SO 102* aNowad aama aa wtdlh
Twin Combination* Ona mua accaaa to Intoratata Syatam.
4 lana highwaya and 2 lana highway* additionally
deeignated
NOTE National Natwork routaa not available lor
grandiatharad treilere (S3')
ALASKA
Width tractor-eemitraiket, twin eombinationa 26 miia*
AMUONA
Width Accaaa over ousting truck routaa to terminal*
and lacilrnaa lor lood. lual. rapaira and raat
Treeioreemnraiier. twin combination* AN roada. depend
mg on width
CALIFORNIA
Width All road* aicapt aa poaiad
Trector *emitr*il*r twin combinations Accaaa raatnclad
to w mil* . and apaciliad routaa to tafminala a* au-
rhoruad by atata DOT and local authontiaa
CONNECTICUT
Width traetoraamitraiiar All road*
Twin Combination* Ace*** restricted to H mil* (bayond
that by pormit via ahortaat practical routa)
Dnvara mual aacura apacial driver* keen**
DELAWARE
Width tractoreemrlrailei twin combination* mteratete
and a" U S numbarad routaa except aa poatad
Accaaa by apacrlic rout* permit onry
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Width traetoraamitraiiar. twin combination* Accaaa by
parmrt only
FLORIDA
Width Fadarai ayatam mcludee atata road* with traflic
lana* 12' or mora m width unlaaa apacrlicaliy
prohibitad
Traetoraamitraiiar twin combination* Accaaa m rural
araa* ona mil* on two-Ian* roada. thraa mil** on
•our-lene highwaya. in urban araaa ona miia on
highway* with lana widtha al laaat 12'
GEORGIA
Width, twin eombinationa Ona miia at apacifiad
arrterchenge*
Traclor-aamitraiiar ah road* win 1 J lana wtdm* (*ubiaci
to 80 overall)
JJNOIS
Width tractor-eemnreiier. twm combmationa Accaaa ol
five miia* on atata highway* and daaignatad
local road* to point* ot loading and unloading and
to lacilrnaa lor lood. lual. rapaira and raal
Waight Accaaa lor vahicla* ovar 73.280 lb* on local
routaa it poatad
IOWA
Width, tractot-eomriraitar, twm combmationa Accaaa re
atncled 10 fhre male* and all roada and elreete
artttun eNIa* comactad lo tha Fadarai ayatam
and wtthin tha following diatancaa ol auch cmaa.
aorwrthetanding raatnctiona by local ordinancaa
population laaa than 2500. 3 mnee. 2600 to
26.000. 4 mil*. 26.000 to 100.000. 8 mil*.
100.000 to 200.000. 6 milaa. and ovar 200.000
10 milaa. 63' 102* veruclee parmitlad accaaa by
daaignatad routa to point* ol loading and
unloading
KINTUCKT
Width, traclor-aamrlrailar. term eombinationa Accaaa re-
atrlctad to tiv* maaa on atala-maintamad
oombinaiiona Acca** by
Width, tractor-eomHrauet, twin combmationa Accaaa re-
stricted to throe milaa
MAINE
Width All road*
Tractor-aamitrailaf. twin combination* Accaaa raatnclad
lo two mite* in rural araaa and H miia m urban
ara** parmrt required lor oparaliona bayond. un
limited lor vohicloa not **caading 38' kingpin
•nut
MARYLAND
Width Snonaat practical rout*
Tractor-aamrlrailar. harm eombinationa Shorteet practical
routa batwaan a daaignatad highway and a truck
larminal. or point of ongin or daatination lor
cargo, or up to ona nute to lacHitiaa lor lood. lual.
rapair* or raat
MASSACHUSETTS
Width, tractor-aamnraiiar. twin combination* Accaa* by
apacitic routa permit to tarminal* upon carriar pe-
tition. twina 10 apacitic buaina** location* great-
ar than 6 mil** by patrnon
MrCMIGAN
Wtdlh. tractor-aamrtrailar. twin eombinationa Accaaa ra-
atnclad to Hva milaa
ESOTA
Width All roada
Tractor-eemnreiier. twm combination* Accaaa allowad
batwaan daaignatad highwaya and laciima* tor
food. lual. rapaira and raat. point* ot loading and
unloading tor HHG and livaatock carnar* "or lor
tha purpoaa ol providing continuity of routa " Daa-
ignatad highwaya conaiat ot tha Intaratata Sya-
tam. dividad highwaya having four or mora lana*
and othar atata daaignatad road*
Missouri
Width, traclor-aamitraiiar. twin combination* Accaa* ra-
atnclad 10 tan miia*
MEW HAMPSHIRE
Width, tractor-aamrtrailar All roada with lana width* at
laaat 12'
Twin Combination* Ace*** by parmrt only
MEW JERSEr
Twm combinaliona Accaaa up to 1 miia
Tractor-aamrtrailar All roads (48' - 88* combinational, up
to 2 mil*. (48' - 102* combination*)
MEW MEXICO
Width All road*
Tractor-aamrtrailar. twm combinaliona Accaaa (and dafiv-
anaa) within twenty milaa of tha Intaratata aystam
and daaignatad highwaya
WW YORK
Width. tractOT-aamrlranaf, ham eombtnationa Accaa* re
atrlctad to 1600' on atata roads, othar apacifiad




application bayond 3 male*
NORTH DAKOTA
Width All roada
Tractor-aamnraiiar twin combination* Accaa* available
on all atata highway*, vahicla* ovar 75 in ovarait
length accaaa via daaignatad atata highway*
OKLAHOMA
Width No acoaaa provieione but allowad on any road
having aurtaca width ol 20' or mora (4-lene divid
•dhwy)
Traclor-aamrlrailar Samnrailar langth raatnclad to 50 6"
Twm Combmationa Samnrailar or trailar langth raatnclad
to 28' oft tha Fadarai ayatam
OREGON
Width, tractor-aamrtrailaf. twm combination* Ace*** up 10
H miia from National Natwork. eacept where
poatad. and on daaignatad routa* (up to *6
trailar)
FCNNSVLVANIA
Width AH roada of 12' lana width*
Tractor-aamrtrailar. twm combination* Accaa* to 2 to
rmi* accaaa bayond allowad wnh wrman appro
val of atata DOT
RHOOE ISLAND
Width, tractor-aamrtrailar All road*
Twm Combination* Accaaa raetricted to ona mile at urban
araas and one mile m rural areas on two lane
roada and thraa mite* in rural areas on tour-isne
roada Othar accaaa routes authorized by earner
permit
SOUTH CAROLINA
Traclor-eemiirailer All roada aa daaignatad







Width, twin combinations tractor-semitrailer Access a




Tractor-aamnraiiar Unlimited wrthm 60 overall
Twin Combination* Accaa* without permit limited to S
rrula al epecilied e>n* lor luei lood. lodging, ra-
paira and acca** to larminal* and apacitic loc*
bona by permit
VIRGINIA
Width tractor-aamrtrailar twm combination* Accaa 1 re
atnetad to ehoneet po**ibi* rout* not to eaceed
H mile
WEST VIRGINIA
Width, tractor-aamrtrailar. harm combination* Access re-
etneted to two muaa mcluding pomte of loedmg
and unloading
WISCONSIN
Width All roada eacept where posted
Tractor-aamrtrailar. twin combination* Accaa* not lo ei
caad frve mile* including point* ol loading and un
loading or alagtng or vahicla aaeembly lacilitie*
LONGER/HEAVIER COMBINATIONS/TURNPIKE/TOLL ROAD OPERATIONS
Th* OpWttaOnt OUtArMd aWmWI •'* eawTthOrUVd by «**» aWd
r»g»j«ifKj»-s a* tha «i«t# and ara aubsact to changa -nth Mil* or no nc-
fico Tha notationa do not daacnoa rw*n 26 combaMliona on fho tn
laratata but tvtom aonosw yfAcwi (etoubt** and tr-piaa) not- pra-
aenbad an mo Surfaca Tranaportat*on Aanjajajapg Act Pota-dd
aynjrmatton BBKBBMKQ tha radjtarad pavrnrta «ao taaa may bo Ob-
eWid from rno^wdMQl atata sj^OjvncaO* For *gmw -^xt»miio«. o*o
AT* i Orrv-jw GuRtM to Or+iw l> orv t iMfcaf- f Pom»ftkt
AHZONA— Lofsao- aoMftin zoivttmmim and tnpto traskv oomeV
notion-, •* obaood o«i*y on 1-16. ma mn Hatiurt to m.ooo too
OVW •ivj 106 m nv<fltn
COLORADO— Tn» m..» -mow* mo tpantoO* of tanrt *« tunKptho
ooucm>« 46 26 nocky MogMi* doubhM and 7% mpta traUor com
latnattont on kntarataioa 26 70. 270 76. and 226 Longo* vstwkj
eon^anaiion (LVC) pa«n«*i >» oMasnad from Oapa/imant ol r%on«raya
•a Dtwaai -Mtih a itacior apocrfac annuai 1%9 Tanntnai rnuat ba with*n
10 maaa ol tmarataia Wa«gr>t >* tsmtiad to 60.000 toa OVW on aR
6»atm p«ya66 to*Rocmy MrDurttar. .tvj 106 for iurf«>aa dowbtaa
•^LOPnOA— Tno Ftonda Trtvnpsma Atiffiomy alovra tann 46 tro4ara
to oparaia on mo titntsdia aabtaci io i tO tantjm and 136.27 1 6>a
OVW hrtMatrona
*AM*ACHUTrr% — Tha UaaaatfHiaa-fta Tan«*« Aautnonty a<
toa»> tvmn 46' »•-*-•< combsnaiiona wndar an anrmai parirefft Qroaa
igr-ni cannoi a-coad i 27,4001m and apMa?mani mtt) ba oartfrsad
Mb tnpM tradar combanaisona ara aaoaiid
t60MTAMA— lh»m&wm Maw twm 29** ***m*0*oc*rU<M*-
lam aoajbtai combw>at>ona up to 76' m owarai lantjm (parnM ra*awnrad
awor mai imtqm) Tnpta traaar c«mb««tkona ar* oiad up to 10
) — Ooubiaa umbmaiiona ttmstad to 48 tTa4a> -anqtt. 106'
owaron kangm and t06.600 Iba OVW undo* annua) parmrt Tnpta
traaar combawitona amstad to 106 ovarai tantjm and 106 600 *ba
OVW
6t6>aJU — Tha Indiana Tot Aoad CommiMion anfl awmoraa ma
ntovamam oitwm 46'6" trottar combmationa not aicaading 127,400
6m OVW on ma to6 road Comad ma commiaaRon m Orandaau tor
aavma armsTmat-on Tnpsa fraaa* con^osnationa a/a a*to%>*ad aMbtact to
M' tratMr taitsjm no ovaraa lanoth irrM and 127.400 Im OVW
MMatfafJ — Tna l(anaaa Tunispaia Ai^morny «n.i ohow nm 46 iron
ara aidtsaci io iitt omt«a>flaar«gm and 1200006m OVW Tnaautnori
ty ami amo aaow tnpia tratiar con^snationa aubtaci to tha ovarai
anptr. and pjr-oaa «j*tpht apacmad abova
HraM — Tha Ma-na Turrtpata Atitt^orrty wtti attow twin 286" ttartaf•
M*6W*6ji* li urn amm inm mm um i nm n
oaaoaio '06' M owarai *>notti at lone •• ***• trotart ara ampty and
fha oamar marmaana 6 1 mra-on -n aTMtranca 8«ich oornbmationav
parmdtad wm* ol Hp^iaray 60. and muai orlgmata from a ataemg
anaa no mora man an mstaa from ma Maratata Oouoiai eomb-ma
baaa oma than ma ham 26 6* tratara ara not aao»aad
I6TVAOA— Tha atata wd) aoow doabiat combmatHana not aacaad-
m»o 48 *or ma trat tratar and 42' tor tha aaoond traaar <haawar tra**ar
s* tha taad). and tnpsa tra-tor corrabmat*ona tubuci to a 106 ptdjM
laagtti a 126.000 6m OVW and tha aradar kangiha no«ad abova
mm T06K— Tha maw Ypr- Thfsjaajy AaJhOmhj baai fawn 48' twrtv
pma doabtoo aubsact to 1 14' ovarai kanem 143 000 Im OVW. and
mornr* DAKOTA —- Tha atata 1 1 fann 46 and ham 46 traaar
tMrnbsnataona oa and oft ma intaraiaia i^roaact to 60 000 »a OVW
and 1 10' ovarat t«»ngm on tha Marataia. and 106.600 (ba OVW and
•t ovarai I66J6J6 oft tha Maratata Trrpsa tradar comb«at*ona hava
tha aama tonem and araspnjt HMta
CMB— Tha Ohso T urrto-a- AadJtfjBf| ajata no. s men J6afJ66 com-
bfAAt-on no lonoar than 70 or ttbrmpaia doubtaa up to 00 arifhowt a
aarma 6>om ara tMbsaci to 127 400 am OVW CombaMtiona a*
oaadsna 00 m*mt obtam an oparatanp pavm* wt^ct- kncHjdat maaapa
baaad toa* Tnpsa traaar combsna«*on> ara not aaowad
06*LA*t06IA — Tha aiata aAowt tnpta 20 fra»tar corfkbmationa
(thraa maa accaaa) imda* a pavma Atao aitowa Rochy Mounta-n im
twmpaia dosdMaa on Marataia and frMMtana hajhaaya (t*va maa ac
POMPOM -— AJpaaj mpta 32 or tnpta 26 corta>»naiton» aj 106 o-a-
aj afidar adhar a arnpii tnp or an annua* parmit but ifdan mutt Da
oajaMtam «i aua to adjhajl 6 and oroaa aR»*oni cannot ascaad
106.600 tM Alao aADwa dowbtoo comiNnai-ona «mh a taad Irajdai aa
ffnaatar than 40'. traaar tra-*^ kangm no graatar than 68 and
106.600 6m OVW Both doafita and tnpsa traaar cat*-Mi.yi at
awnaj on dajajajajdaj hsf^ rsdJaQ only
Tumpstta Aumom> «< a»o«
a mpi-ci to an ovarai tongih o* '6
traaar oc«-rrb*nation« ara not a-owad
laJMlOaVAItU— Tha
Mn 26' 6" traaar. on tha
•Ad 100.000 6m OVW Tnpfa
•OUTH OAJtOTA— Man fnpa 26 6* tratsara aubsact to an ovarai
ajajm of 1 10' AAovm Aoefey ratoumasn dc«jbsas ttvougnoui tha »taia
fadhmct to an ovarafi langm of 6 1 6* and a 46 tra4a* tangth ahows
i-rnpa-a oowfciii on tha *Maratata autaact lo 1 10 ovarai' *anoih a-xi
120 000 AM OVW
UTAH — Unddr araajai pamta tnpfa m*ar iMnaMMnona not a>
dfrg 106 m ovarai tonom t^jc* --xj n*ro "••** co^c-r^ion. ~^-
AiAaii of aowai wnpm not aacmathng 06 *n ovarai' tangin Roc-t
Moamasn douAaaa not aaeaadmg 06 a> ovaraii kangm and n>rv> |.vjaai
oamAiiMiior-i not aa eaadmg i06 -n ovarai tangin may ba oparatad
anma Maratata and daatgnaiad rwohve-avM imdar quanarty or annual
pOPePJetJ tvro ana combrnat-ona not ancaaO-ng 77 sn ovarai tangin or
64 000 Am groaa aaajn t may ba oparatad on al »i4g-nwayi Alao
anoar Quartarty or annual parmna thraa uori cctmbmationa up to 0? *-
avarai hangth w*m groaa siaiqnt datarmaThad by Formu*a 6 Mmrtt mtv
Od oparatad on at roadt Utah aiao aaovm t20.000>ba unda*- parmrt
and &j traaaraundar parmn (40 6" aOal from *MA6J6ta to oamar otraa-
tajaAam aita) A*nxa>anaportara warn ta-o atasgar ataarad traaar* not
Moaadmg i06 » ovarai tanpm may obtam annual parmas
WAamOMQTOM— Tha atata -at aAov/ Rooky Uountarn OoubMS v-rm
up 10 106 600 Am QVW provdoo
aacaada 60 ma afJaOal muat oa
itiona ara

TABLE A ALLOWABLE LOADS
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4 34.0 440 44.0 32.0 343 38.0
5 34.0 45.0 44.0 32.0 35 1 390
6 340 460 44.0 32.0 35.9 40.0
7 34 47.0 440 41.5 32.0 36.7 41.0
e 420 48.0 44.0 42 33.2 37.4 42.0 480 42.0 37
9 425 49.0 485 43 34.4 38.2 43.0 480 42.5 38 1
10 43.5 50.0 494 41.0 43.5 49.0 35.6 390 44.0 480 43.5 435 39 1
11 44.0 51.0 50.3 42.0 44 5 49.5 368 39.8 45.0 48.0 440 45 40 2
12 500 520 51.3 43.0 45.0 50.0 38.0 40.6 480 488 450 500 480 41 3
13 50 5 53.0 52.2 44.0 46.0 51.0 39 2 41.3 47.0 49.7 455 50.5 50 42 3
14 51 5 54 53.1 445 46.5 51.5 57.0 40.4 42 1 48.0 506 465 51 5 52 43 4
15 520 55.0 54.0 45.0 500 47.5 52.0 57.5 41.6 42.9 49.0 51.5 470 520 54 44 5
16 52.5 56.0 54.9 460 50.5 480 53.0 58.0 42.8 43.7 50 524 480 52.5 525 540 45 6
17 53.5 57.0 558 47.0 51.5 49.0 53.5 590 44.0 44.5 51.0 533 485 535 53 5 54 46 7
18 540 58.0 568 47.5 52.0 495 54.0 59.5 45.2 45.2 52.0 54.2 495 54.0 540 560 47 8
19 54 5 590 57 7. 48.0 52.5 50.5 55.0 60.0 46.4 53 1 53.0 55 1 500 54 5 54 5 58 48 8
20 55.5 60.0 586 49.0 53.5 51.0 55.5 60.5 66.0 72.0 47.6 54.0 54.0 56.0 51.0 555 55 5 620 49 9
21 55.0 61.0 595 50.0 54.0 52.0 56.0 61.5 670 72.5 48.8 54.9 555 589 51.5 560 56 640 51
22 565 620 604 545 52.5 57.0 62.0 67.5 73.0 50.0 55.8 560 57.8 52.5 565 56 5 650 52 1
23 57.5 63.0 61.3 55.5 53.5 57.5 62.5 680 73.5 51.0 56.7 57.0 587 53.0 57 5 575 66 53 1
24 580 64.0 623 56.0 54.0 58.0 630 685 74.0 52.0 57.6 58.0 596 54.0 580 58 660 542
26 585 650 63.2 565 590 64.0 690 75.0 53.0 58.5 590 605 545 58.5 585 660 55 3
26 59.5 66.0 64 1 575 59.5 645 70.0 75.5 54.0 594 60.0 61.4 55.0 59.5 59 5 660 56 4
27 600 670 650 58.0 60.0 65.0 70.5 76.0 550 603 61.0 623 560 600 60 66 57 4
28 60 5 680 659 585 61.0 85.5 71.0 76.5 56.0 61.2 620 63.2 57.0 60 5 61.0 66 58 5
29 61 5 690 668 595 61.5 665 71.5 77.0 57.0 62 1 63.0 64 1 57.5 615 620 66 59 6
30 620 70.0 678 60.0 620 67.0 72.0 77.5 58.0 63.0 64.0 65.0 58.5. 62.0 63.0 67.0 60 7
31 625 71.0 68 7 60 5 630 67.5 73.0 785 59.0 639 650 659 59.0 62 5 64 68 61.7
32 635 72.0 696 61 5 635 68.0 73.5 79.0 60.0 648 66.0 668 60 63.5 65 69 62 8
33 640 73.0 70.5 620 64.0 69.0 74.0 795 61 1 65.7 67.0 67.7 640 66 700 63 9
34 645 74.0 71.4 625 650 695 74.5 80.0 62.2 666 680 68.6 64 5 67 710 650
35 655 750 723 635 65.5 70.0 75.0 63.5 67.5 690 69.5 655 680 720 66 2
36 660 760 73.2 64.0 660 70.5 76.0 64 6 684 70.0 70.4 660 695 73 67 2
37 665 77.0 67.0 71.5 76.5 659 69.3 71.0 71.3 66 5 70 5 74 68 1
38 67 5 78.0 67.5 72.0 77.0 67.1 70.2 72.2 675 720 75 68 9
39 690 790 68 72.5 77.5 68.3 71.1 73.1 68 72 5 760 69 7
40 70.5 800 69.0 73.0 78.0 69 7 72.0 74.0 68 5 73 760 70 6
41 725 81.0 695 74.9 79.0 708 72.9 74.9 695 73 5 76.0 71 4
(2 740 820 72.0 70.0 74.5 79.5 720 738 758 700 74 76 72 3
(3 75.0 830 730 71.0 750 80.0 733 747 767 705 75 760
14 755 840 73.3 71.5 75.5 75.6 77.6 71 5 75 5 760
45 760 850 72.0 76.0 76.5 78.5 72.0 76 770
46 765 77.0 77.4 794 725 76 5 774
47 775 775 783 80.0 735 77 783
48 78.0 78.0 79.2 74.0 78 799
49 785 79.0 80 1 74.5 78 5
SO 79.0 795 81.0 75.5 79
51 800 80.0 81 9 76 80
52 828 765 80 5
53 83 7 775 81.0
54 84 6 780 8*5
55 855 785 82 5
56 864 79 5 83
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The Vehicle Management Maintenance Conference <VMMC)
is targeted toward those parties responsible for the
management and maintenance of fleets of trucks and
related components. The thrust of the conference i
s
more toward effective maintenance of equipment rather-
then operations. None the less, it was felt that the
firms, agencies and individuals represented would be a
valuable source of information on operating procedures.
The survey data was broken into three groups for
analysis; those respondents from 1988 with over 100
vehicles in their fleets, those 1988 respondents with
under 100 vehicles in their fleets, and 1989 data.
(The 1989 respondents included only one with over 100
vehic les)
.
Included in this appendix are copies of the survey
forms used in 1983 and 1989 and a summary of the
responses
This report did not utilise all of the questions
asked on the survey; some of the questions were posed
from an industry perspective for industry use or for
use at a later date. The data utilized is summarized
here.

37th ANNUAL VEHICLE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Seattle, Washington
March 21-24. 1988
The representation of a large .segment of heavy vehicle users at
this conference provides a unique opportunity to obtain data that
will help in developing a better profile of the service
environment and the equipment in use. This data is of general
interest to the heavy vehicle manufacturer and user communities
as well as to those in the highway design and transportation
communities. The results of this survey will be made available
to all interested parties. Your cooperation in taking the time





Location of Company (City and/or State):
Please provide your name and address if you would like a summary






Street name and number City and State Zip Code
Please respond only to those questions that you feel most
comfortable in answering.
***
Please identify your typical operating configuration:
(If more than one, please indicate percentage of each - for
example, 70% tractor-semitrailer and 30% doubles)






Type of Power Unit:
(If more than one, please indicate percentage of each)
Class 8 Tractors/Trucks (33,001 lb and over)
Class 7 Tractors/Trucks (26,001 lb - 33,000 lb)
Class 6 or smaller Trucks (less than 26,000 lb)
Buses
Other (please specify)
How many vehicles are in your fleet ?
How old is your oldest vehicle ?
How new is your newest vehicle ?

Type of Trailers (if applicable):
Van - Length (ft) , Width (in)
.





How many trailers are in your fleet ?
How old is your oldest trailer ?
How new is your newest trailer ?
Type of Dolly used (if applicable):
Fixed Dolly (integrated part of trailer design)
A-type Converter Dolly (single drawbar)
B-type Converter Dolly (double drawbar)
How would you describe your typical cargo (e.g., household goods,
perishable food, fuel, automobiles, etc.) ?
Do your vehicles operate:
Cross Country
Regional Line Haul (e.g., West Coast, Eastern Seaboard, etc)
Local Line Haul
Do your vehicles operate:
Primarily on Interstates and freeways _
Primarily in rural areas (secondary roads)
Primarily in urban and city areas
Do your vehicles typically:
Cube out (limited by volume)
Gross out (limited by weight)
neither
What is your typical operating weight (GCW) ?





How many hours per day are your vehicles in operation ?
How many miles per year does each vehicle average ?
Are there any roads on your operating route that you consider to
be exceptionally rough or badly deteriorated (please identify
for example "1-95 between New York and Washington D.C.") ?

Are there any roads on your operating route that you consider to
be exceptionally smooth or "good riding" (please identify - for
example, "1-5 between Portland and Seattle") ?
What is your typical tractor/truck configuration ?
4x2 (2 axles total, 1 drive axle)
6x4 (3 axles total, 2 drive axles)
6x2 (3 axles total, 1 drive axle)
Other (please specify)




Tandem axles and a lift axle
Other (please specify)
What is your typical engine horsepower ?
Why did you select that horsepower ?
Fuel economy
Maintain speed on grades
Required for the operation
Other (please specify)
Do you typically specify any type of engine or driveline retarder
system (for example, "Jake brake")
In the future, as antilock brake systems become available, will
you be specifying ABS for your tractor/truck ( yes no) or
your trailers ( yes no).





What is your normal inflation pressure (psi) ?
How often do you check inflation pressure ?
As you need to replace tires, will you
Use the same type of tire
Change to Bias ply
Change to Radial ply
Change to Low Profile Radial Ply
Change to Super-single radials








Do you use any special procedure when mounting your tires (for
example, "match mounting" or "clocking" on a dual set, where you
line up high and low spots) ? If so, please specify.
What type of wheels do you use on your tractor ?
Aluminum
Steel disc wheels
Z Steel spoke wheels
Other





Do you balance your wheels and tires ? ~
Which ones ?
How often ?
What type of suspension do you have on your tractor/truck drive
axle(s) ?
Walking Beam




What type of suspension do you have on your trailers ?
Walking Beam
4-spring or leaf spring
Air
Other (please specify)
Do you typically use shock absorbers on any of your suspensions ?
Which suspension(s) ?
Is there a primary reason for your selection of one type of
suspension over another - please specify (e.g., cost, weight,
ride, etc. ) ? __

In order of importance, are there any factors that you believe




In order of importance, are there any general areas that you




What is the single most important aspect about your truck where
you feel improvement needs to be made ?
Thank you for your assistance in gathering this information

38TH ANNUAL VEHICLE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
MARCH 20-23, 1989
e representation of a large segment of vehicle users at this conference provides a unique
portunity to obtain data that will help in developing a better profile of the service
vironment and the equipment in use. This data is of general interest to the heavy vehicle
nufacturer and user communities as well as to those in the highway design and
nsportation communities. The results of this survey will be made available to all
erested parties. Some of the questions are repeats from the survey last year. A summary
both the 1988 and 1989 surveys will be sent to you if you provide your mailing address
low. Your cooperation in taking the time to complete the survey is appreciated.
iy information you provide will remain confidential (i.e. neither you or your company or




cation of Company (City and/or State):,





Street Name and Number City and State Zip Code
ase respond to those questions that you feel comfortable in answering.
Please identify your typical operating configuration (if more than one, please
indicate percentage of each - for example, 70% tractor-semitrailer and 30%
doubles):






How many vehicles are in your fleet?
What is the average age of the vehicles in your fleet?
How old is your oldest vehicle?
How new is your newest vehicle?










4. How many trailers are in your fleet?
What is the average age of the trailers in your fleet?
How old is your oldest trailer?
How new is your newest trailer?
Do your vehicles operate:
Cross country
Regional line haul (e.g. West Coast, Eastern Seaboard, etc.)
Local line haul
Do your vehicles operate:
Primarily on interstates and freeways
Primarily in rural areas (secondary roads)
Primarily in urban and city areas
Do your vehicles typically:
Cube out (limited by volume)
Gross out (limited by weight)
Neither
What is your typical operating weight (GCW)?.
What is your maximum operating weight?





10. How many hours per day are your vehicles in operation'
How many miles per year does each vehicle average?
11. What is your typical tractor/truck configuration?
4x2 (2 axles total, 1 drive axle)
6x4 (3 axles total, 2 drive axles)
6x2 (3 axles total, 1 drive axle)
Other (please specify)
12. What is the typical tire size for (e.g. 12.5 x 22.5)?:
(a) Tractor steering axle
(b) Tractor drive axle
(c) Trailer axles




Tandem axles and a lift axle
Other (please specify)

14. What type of suspension do you have on your tractor/truck drive axle(s)?
Walking beam





15. What type of suspension do you have on your trailers?
Walking beam
4-spring or leaf spring
Air
Other (please specify)
16. Do you typically use shock absorbers on any of your suspensions?
yes no
Which suspensions?
17. Is there a primary reason for your selection of one type of suspension over another?
Please specify (e.g., cost, weight, ride, etc.)
18. Do you prefer to drive over Portland cement concrete or asphalt surfaced
pavements?
Why? Ride comfort Road traction Other
19. If you are familiar with a road and know a rough patch is coming up, do you:
Speed up? Slow down? Maintain speed?
20. In your opinion, does your truck ride "smoother" at highway speeds (55-60 mph) or
at lower (30 mph) speeds?
55-60 mph 30 mph
21. Is ride affected by your load? That is, does your ride differ, at the same speed on
the same road, depending on your load?
Yes No
22. In general, do you ride smoother when you are loaded or when you are bobtail?
Loaded Empty





24. Have you driven both bias and radial tires?
yes no
25. In your opinion, is their a difference in the way that bias belted tires track from





26. How often do you have your tire alignment checked?
Months Miles When I notice a problem

27. Do they usually need aligning when you have them checked?
yes no




29. When do you check your tire inflation pressure?
Every morning At fuel up Weekly
Do you check inflation when your tires are cold or hot?
Do you add air to your tires when they are hot?
yes no
30. Do you keep your tires inflated to the maximum pressure recommended for that
tire?
yes no
31. Have you noticed if ride is affected by tire pressure?
yes no





32. As a rule, do you get the rated mileage from your tires?
yes no
Why do you think you do or don't?
33. As you need to replace tires, will you:
Use the same type of tire?
Change to bias play?
Change to radial ply?
Change to low-profile radial ply?
Change to super-single radials?











Mailing address: Joe P. Mahoney
Department of Civil Engineering
University of Washington
121 More Hall, FX-10
Seattle, WA 98195





Truck Trck.Trl . Semi Other
1988 <100: 14 11 15 6
19S8 MOO: 19 1 3 7
1989 : 7 5 7 5
(2) Do your vehicles operate mostly:
Cross Country Regional Local Line
1988 <100: 1 5 23
1983 MOO: 1 3 15
1989 : 4 7 19
<3) Do your vehicles operate primarily on:
Interstate Rural Urban roads?
1988 <100: 3 12 13
1933 MOO: 6 8 11
1989 : 9 10 6
(4) Are your vehicles typically limited by:
Weight (gross out) Volume (cube out) Neither
1988 <100: 20 6 4
1988 MOO: 16 6 4
1989 IS 1 5
(5) How much time does your vehicle operate empty?
0-10"/. 10-207. 20-307. >307.
1988 <100: 9 1 6 10
193S MOO: 9 5 5 8
1989 9 3 5 6
(6) How many hours per day c^r& your vehicles in op-
eration?
1-8 8-12 12-16 16-24
198S<100: 3.7 1 10
1 988 > 100:
1989 : 6 4 9
(7) What type of suspension do you have on your trac-
tor drive axle?
Walking Beam Leaf Spring Air Other
1988<100: 12 21 9
1988M00: 22 14 3 5
1989 : 10 8 7 2
(8) What type of suspension do you have on your
trai ler (s)
?
Walking E<eam Leaf Spring Air Other
1988<100: 2 20 2
1988M00: 13 17 2
1939 : 5 15 4

(9) Is their a primary reason why you chose the sus-
pension type you did?
Ride Cost Serv i ceab i 1 i ty Dur ab i 1 i ty Other
1938<100:
1988>100:
1989 5 3 4 3 4
(10) What type of tires do you most commonly use:
Note: Radial numbers inc lude LP and SS numbers.
Bias Radial Low Profile Radial Super -Single
19SS<100: 2 33 8 1
1 933 > 100: 5 21 6 1
1989 : 1 24 5 1
(11) As you need to replace tires, will you;
Keep the same Change to:
Bias Radial LP SS
1 933 < 100: 32
1 938 > 100: 21 6 3 1
1989 : 18 12 1
(12) Have you driven both bias and radial tires:
Yes No
1989 ONLY: 19 4
In your opinion, which track better:
Bias Radial No difference No opinion
1989 ONLY: 1 13 2 6
(13) Do you prefer to drive over portland cement con-
crete or asphalt surfaced pavements? Why?
Portland Cement Asphalt
1989 ONLY: 2 17
Ride Comfort Road Traction Other
1989 ONLY: 12 6 1
(14) In your opinion, does your truck ride "smoother"
at highway speeds (55-60 mph) or at lower (30 mph)
speeds?
55 - 60 mph 30 mph
1989 ONLY: 12 5
(15) Is ride affected by load? That is, does your
ride differ, at the same speed on the same road, de-
pending on your load?
YES NO
1989 ONLY: 18 2
(16) In general, do you ride smoother when you are
loaded or when you are bobtail (empty)?
Loaded Empty
1989 ONLY: 20 1

( 1 7 ) How often do y o u h a v e y o ur tire alignment
checked?
No. of Months Miles When I notice a
problem
19S9 ONLY: 3 20
(IB) Do they usually need aligning when you have them
checked?
YES NO
1989 ONLY: 17 5
(19) When do you check your tire inflation pressure?
Daily At Fuel Up Weekly
1939 ONLY: 4 1 11
Do you check inflation when your tires are cold or hot?
Cold Hot
21 1
Do you add air to your tires when they are hot?
YES No
4 17
(20) Do you keep your tires inflated to the maximum
pressure recomended for that tire?
YES NO
19S9 ONLY: 9 12
(21) Have you noticed if ride is affected by tire
pressure? How?
1989 ONLY: 12 responses that over inflation yields a
hard ride, under inflation a soft ride. Also, 10
responses that under inf lat ion is harder to steer then
proper or over inflated.
(22) As a rule, do you get the rated mileage from your
tires?
YES NO
1989 ONLY: 9 11
Why or Why not?
1989 ONLY: 9 responses cited hard use and poor drivers







Provided in this appendix are summaries of fines col-
lected by the patrol for commercial vehicle weight and
safety violations in 1987 and 1983.
Additionally, published guidance available to the
public hauler on dimensional and weight limits in Wash-
ington State for trucks and trailers is reproduced.
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Size, Weight, and Load — Chapter 46.44
Outside Width (46.44.010)
Eight feet, six inches (102 Inches) inclusive of load for all vehicles
Tolerances:
1. Rearview mirror - 5 Inches
2. Rubber fenders - 2 inches
3. Tires (due to expansion) - 2 Inches
4. Safety appliances (clearance lights, rub rails, binder chains) - 2 inches





I. Authorized emergency vehicle or repair equipment of a public utility
engaged in reasonably necessary operations.
Maximum Length (46.44.030)
Single vehicle - 40 feet with or without load
Except:
1. The permanent structure of a single vehicle in combination not to
exceed 48 feet; 56 feet with special motor vehicle permit.
Exception: Refrigeration units placed on the front of van trailers
Combination of vehicles :
1. The overall length of any combination consisting of a *stinger steered
tractor and semitrailer shall not exceed 65 feet without load, and 70
feet with load.
2. The overall length of combination of vehicles consisting of a truck and
trailer shall not exceed 75 feet with or without load.
3. The overall length of a combination consisting of a tractor and semi-
trailer and full trailer or tractor and semitrailer and semitrailer
(B Train), the trailing units shall not exceed 60 feet, including the
space between them; 68 feet with a special motor vehicle permit.
These length limitations shall not apply to vehicles transporting poles,
pipes, machinery, or other objects of a structural nature that cannot be
dismembered, and operated by a public utility when required for emergency
repairs of public service facilities or properties.
Stinger steered shall mean a tractor and semitrailer combination, which
has the coupling connecting the semitrailer to the tractor located to




Maximum Length of Protrusions (46.44.034)
1. Front - 3 feet
2. Rear - 15 feet beyond last axle
Combination Limits - Two Vehicles (46.44.036)
1. Exceptions: (46.44.037)
a. Truck tractor, semitrailer, and trailer In combination.
b. Truck tractor, semitrailer, and semitrailer 1n combination (B Train).
(1) The converter gear (dolly) may be pulled behind a tractor and
semitrailer In lieu of a full trailer.
c. Three trucks or three truck tractors In double saddle-mount position.
Gross Weights - Tire
1. 600 pounds per inch width (46.44.042)
Excess Weight - Logging Trucks Operating on a Permit (Log Tolerance) (46.44.047)
1. Only the three-axle tractor and two-axle pole trailer are allowed to
have the permit and are valid only on state primary and secondary high-
ways authorized by the State Department of Transportation.
a. A map is Issued showing the approved routes.
2. An additional six feet of wheelbase is given If the combination 1s 37
feet or more between the first and last axles.
3. 1,600 pounds tolerance on dual axles.
4. 6,800 pounds tolerance on the combination.
5. Permit may be transferred ($5 fee).
6. Cities and counties may issue a "County Log Tolerance" permit for county
roads.
a. May charge a $5 fee.
b. Shall designate the routes to be used.
c. Issued on a yearly basis, expiring March 31 of each year.
d. Any person, firm, or corporation using any dty street or county
road for the purpose of transporting logs with weights authorized
by the state highway log tolerance permits, to reach a state highway
route, without first obtaining a dty or county log tolerance permit




Special Permits for Oversize or Overweight Vehicles (46.44.090)
1. Issued by Department of Transportation for state highways — by local
authorities with respect to the public highways under their jurisdiction.
Gross Weight Limits of Special Permits (46.44.091)
1. 22,000 pounds on a single axle.
2. 43,000 pounds on any group of axles more than 3 feet, 6 Inches apart
and less than 7 feet apart.
3. Weight limits may be exceeded on highways designated for greater weight.
4. Construction equipment may exceed the above with large pneumatic tires.
Special Permit Width Limits (46.44.092)
1. 14 feet on a two-lane highway.
2. 32 feet on a multiple-lane highway: Except multiple-lane highways with
physical barrier serving as a median divider not in excess of 20 feet.
3. Exceptions:
a. May be exceeded on highways designed and constructed for greater .
widths.
b. Hay be rescinded during an emergency.
c. 16 feet on a two-lane highway during daylight hours when the weight
does not exceed 45,000 pounds.
d. Buildings in excess of 14 feet may be moved not to exceed five
miles.
Oversize Permits - Fees (46.44.0941)
1. Annual permit for 75 feet in length - $60.
a. Permits are not restricted to hours or days.
Gross Weights (46.44.041)
1. Single axle - 20,000 pounds
2. Two-axle garbage trucks may be issued an additional tonnage permit
authorizing an additional 6,000 pounds on the rear axle. Three-axle
garbage trucks may be Issued a permit authorizing an additional 8,000
pounds on the rear tandem axles. The fee 1s $30 per thousand pounds
per year. The permit is not valid on Interstate highways (RCW 46.44.095),
and tire size limits apply (RCW 46.44.042).
3. Tandem axles - 34,000 pounds
a. Axles spaced less than 7 feet must oscillate.
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4. Three-axle vehicle - 40,000 pounds
a. Weight in excess of 40,000 pounds, allowed by additional tonnage
permit, determined by tire size and wheelbase table.
5. Vehicle combinations - 00,000 pounds
a. Weight in excess of 30,000 pounds, allowed by additional tonnage
permit, determined by tire size and wheelbase table, using overall
and internal spacing.
Wheelbase Table (46.44.041)
1. Overall measurement is from the center of the front axle on a vehicle
or combination of vehicles to the center of the last axle on vehicles
or combinations of vehicles.
2. Internal measurement will include groups of axles and groups of two
consecutive sets of tandem axles.
a. Tandem axles will not be split when measuring internal spacing.
3. Minimum wheelbase - 3 feet, 6 inches; except axles spaced less than 3
feet, 6 inches, may not exceed the maximum weight allowed for a single
axle (46.44.050).
4. When inches are Involved in wheelbase measurements, under 6 take lower,
6 inches or over, take the higher weight.
5. Steering axle weights are determined by tire size (46.44.042).
6. No enforcement tolerance will be allowed .
7. To determine license gross weight and additional tonnage weight, follow
the examples of overall and internal measurements. Apply the total num-
ber of axles in the overall or Internal measurement and apply this to
the appropriate columns on the table for gross weights.
8. Establishes a grandfather provision for vehicle or combination of vehicles
In operation on January 4, 1975, to operate with weights on two consec-
utive sets of dual axles in effect by law on that date. This provision
will allow 32,000 pounds on a tandem axle and a combined gross weight of
73,280 pounds for certain combinations.
Combinations operating under the grandfather provision will be required
to purchase a license gross weight tonnage of 74,000 pounds. A five-axle
combination with a minimum overall wheelbase measurement of 44 feet, 6
inches would be allowed 73,280 pounds. Combinations with less than 44
feet, 6 inch wheelbase; their weights will be determined by the enclosed
vehicle loading chart. As In the past, we will not measure Internal
wheelbase on vehicles operating within the weights allowed by the grand-
father provision. No tolerance will be allowed over these weights.
Additional Tonnage Permits (46.44.095)
1. Issued by the Department of Transportation.
-4-

2. Permits are issued annually, with fees reduced by 1/12, or monthly
instead of quarterly ($37.50 per thousand pounds).
a. Permits may be transferred - fee $5.
b. Seasonal vehicles may purchase permits quarterly. Must purchase
a minimum of 6,000 pounds.
3. Temporary additional tonnage permits may be purchased for a minimum
of five days at $1 per day for each 2,000 pounds.
4. Violated permits to be sent to the Department of Transportation upon
third conviction.
Additional Tonnage Permits - Cities and Counties (46.44.0941)
1. Cities and counties may issue permits for operation on roads or streets
under their jurisdiction.
2. Allowed on state roads by endorsement.
Mandatory Fines for Overloading (New Section—Chapter 46.44)
1. Penalties apply to tires (46.44.042), log tolerance permits (46.44.047),
special motor vehicle permits (46.44.090 and 46.44.091), additional
tonnage permits, axles, wheelbase, vehicles and combinations of vehi-
cles (46.44.095), failure to obtain, display, or misrepresentation of
permits (46.44.090 and 46.44.095).
2. Violation is a misdemeanor and is punishable as follows:
a. Basic fine:
(1) First violation - not less than $50.
(2) Second violation - not less than $75. In addition, the
court may suspend the license registration.
(3) Third violation - not less than $100. In addition, the
court shall suspend the license registration.
(4) For license registration suspension purposes, first, second,
and third violations are within any 12-month period.
(5) In no case may the basic fine be suspended.
b. Poundage penalty (in addition to basic fine):
(1) Three cents per pound, provided that upon the first violation
within a calendar year, the court may suspend 500 pounds on
each axle, up to a maximum of 2,000 pounds on any combination
of vehicles.
c. For license suspension purposes, bail forfeitures are given the
same effect as convictions.
-5-

d. Convictions are figured on a calendar year and must be on the same
vehicle or combination of vehicles.
e. Penalties for violation of a posted limitation (winter restrictions):
(1) First violation - not less than $150.
(2) Second and subsequent violations - not less than $150, and,
1n addition, the court shall suspend the license registration
for not less than 30 days.
f. Vehicles or combinations of vehicles of which the owner or operator
represent as being disabled or otherwise unable to submit to immediate
weighing will be sealed or marked. Removal of the seals, markings,
or any part of the load prior to weighing will be punishable by a
fine of not less than $500 and suspension of the license registration
for not less than 30 days.
Weighing and Lightening
1. May require the operator to stop and submit to being weighed by portable
scales or directed to the nearest public scales.
2. May require the load to be reduced to legal limits.
Liability for Overloading (46.44.120)
1. Owner, operator, and any person knowingly and intentionally participating
in creating any unlawful condition of use shall also be subject to the
penalties provided in this chapter.
Overloading Licensed Capacity - Additional License (46.16.140)
1. It is a misdemeanor to operate a vehicle in excess of the licensed
gross weight.
a. Any person who operates a vehicle with a gross weight in excess
of the licensed gross weight shall be deemed to have established
a new gross weight, and, in addition to any other penalties,
shall be required to purchase a new tonnage license covering the
new maximum gross weight.
(1) Failure to secure such new license shall be a misdemeanor.
(2) No such person shall be permitted or required to purchase
additional gross weight which would exceed the gross weight
allowed by law — increasing beyond the legal limits of tires
or axles or vehicles.
Overloading Licensed Capacity—Penalties (46.16.145)
1. Establishes statutory fines and penalties for operating vehicles in
excess of the licensed gross weight.
a. First conviction $25 to $50 fine.
-6-

b. Second conviction $50 to $100 fine, and the court may suspend
the registration.
c. Third conviction $100 to $200 fine, and the court shall suspend
the registration for not less than 30 days.
Movement of Farm Implements (46.44.130)
Farr.i implements of less than 45,000 pounds gross weight and a total outside
width of less than 20 feet may move over state highways while patrolled,
flagged, lighted, signed, and at a time of day In accordance to rules to be
adopted by the Department of Transportation under terms of a special permit to
be issued by the Department of Transportation for a quarterly or annual period,
-7-





At Last Amended By SB No. 3120, 1985 Session
(hide or combination of vehicles (hall operate upon the public highways of this ststs with a gross load on any singla aile in excess of twenty thousand pound *
any group of axle* in aicaaa of that tal forth in the following tabla, except that two consacutiva sats of tandem axiet may carry a grots load ot thirty fc
land pounds each, if the overall distanca between the first and last axles of such consacutiva sats of tandem axles rs tMrty-«Jx ft or more
Maximum load In pounds carried on any group of 2 or mora consacutiva ax lee
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OTE It is unlawful to operate upon the public highways any single unit vehicle
upported upon 3-axles or more with a gross weight including load m excess ol
0.000 lbs or any combination ot vehicles having a gross weight in excess of 80,000
is without first obtaining an additional tonnage permit as provided for m RCW
6 44.095 PROVIDED That when a combination ot vehicles has purchased license
>nnnage in excess ot 72.000 lbs as provided by RCW 46 16 070. such excess
cense tonnage may be applied to the power unit subject to limitations of RCW
























































The Gross Weight of vehicle and load shall not e<ceed 500
lbs per inch width of lire
Tna Overs*) Width of vahtcla and load «haH not exceed A
feet 6 inches
The Owil Height of vehicle end loed shall noi e>reed 14
feat
The Overall Length ol eny single vehicle shall not e»ceed 40
leet with or without load
Single Traier Length 46 leei
Double Trailer Length 60 feet







































































































WHEN INCHES ARE INVOLVED Under six inches take lower Six inches or over take higher
The maximum load on any axle in any group of axles shall not exceed 1.2 times the load given in the above table divided by the number ol axles m thai
ip and shall not exceed the single axle or tandem axle allowance as set forth elsewhere For considering the number of axles in a group the Ironl ;i/lt
unit supplying motive power need not be included in the axle group
lhe maximum axle and gross weights specilied in this table are subiect to the braking requirements set up lor the service brakes upon any motor
cles as provided by law
It is unlawful to operate any vehicle upon the public highways equipped with two axles spaced less than seven feet apart, unless the two axlos are so
structed and mounted in such a manner as to provide oscillation between the two axles and that either one of the two axles will not at any une time
y more than the maximum gross weight allowed for one axle specified in this table
FORM S60044 |N*. S SSI 01 4-131



























































(36' allows 68,000 lbs)
* Indicates the critical measurements
ample: 24' wheelbase from axle 2 to 4 allows by table (3 axle column) 54,000 lbs.
' wheelbase from axle 4 to 5 allows 40,000 lbs. These two examples for gross weight
rposes would be determined by the internal wheelbase from axle 2 to 5. Take the
tal wheelbase measurement from axle 2 to 5. This would by the critical measurement















* Indicates the critical measurements





































Vehicles towing a dolly axle not designed to support an appreciable
part of the load will not be included in the wheel base measurement





MAXIMUM LENGTH ALLOWED — 48 feet; 56 feet with Special Permit
MAXIMUM OVERALL LENGTH OF TRAILER AND TOWING VEHICLE —
Truck and trailer combination — 75 feet
Two trailing units — 60 feet; 68 feet with Special Permit
MAXIMUM WIDTH ALLOWED — 102 inches
MAXIMUM HEIGHT ALLOWED — 14 feet
If the length, width, and/or height exceed the maximum limits, applications






MAXIMUM WEIGHT ALLOWED — 20,000 pounds on one axle
34,000 pounds on tandem axles
TIRE FACTOR — 600 pounds per inch width of tire.
Axles spaced less than seven feet apart must provide oscillation between
the two axles and that either one of the two axles will not at any one
time carry more than the maximum gross weight allowed for one axle.
The combined weights for axles spaced three feet six inches and less shall
not exceed the weights allowed for a single axle.
TRAILER HITCHES — LIGHT SERVICE DEVICES - BREAKING STRENGTH FOR COUPLINGS
AND BALLS
Minimum Ball Minimum
Trailer Trailer Diameter-Inches Breaking
Classifi- Couplings (where ball-type Point Pounds
cation Designation hitch is used) Requirements
Class 1 No. 1 1 7/8 Longitudinal











*MGTW - Maximum Gross Trailer Weight
WSP-CVE-015 6/85 Effective 7/28/85











































tension: MGTW x 3
Longitudinal
compression: MGTW x 3
Transverse thrust: MGTW x 1
Vertical tension: MGTW x 1.3
Vertical compres-
sion: MGTW x 1.4
Class 4 No. 4 Ball & bolt shall
(5,001 through be of such size
10,000 lbs. and strength as to
MGTW) conform to the
minimum breaking
strength require-
ments of the mating
coupling required
for the specific
load of Class 4
trailer
SAFETY CHAINS AND ATTACHING MEANS REQUIRED — (1) Strength Requirements. Each
safety chain and each attaching means shall meet strength requirements as shown
in WAC 204-70-99004, Tables 3 and 4, and defined in WAC 204-70-040.
(2) Installation and Connections. The means of attachment of safety chains
shall be located equally distant from and on opposite sides of the longitudinal
centerline of the towing vehicle and of the trailer. Each means of attachment
shall not be common with or utilize fasteners common with a ball or coupling. No
welding operation shall be performed on a safety chain subsequent to this manu-
facture, including the method of attachment to the towed and towing vehicles.
Safety chains shall be so connected that the slack for each length of chain between
trailer and towing vehicle Is the same and is not more than necessary to permit
the proper turning of the vehicles. When passing forward to the towing vehicle,
safety chains must be crossed in such a manner as to prevent the tongue from






LIGHT SERVICE DEVICES - MINIMUM STRENGTHS
OF SAFETY CHAINS AND ATTACHING MEANS*
Minimum Longitudinal Load, Tension, Pounds
(see WAC 204-70-99005, Figure 3)














Typical Double Safety Chain Installation:
BRAKES — Every trailer having a gross weight exceeding 3,000 pounds must be
equipped with brakes on all wheels and capable of being applied from the
towing vehicle. Any trailer whose gross weight is over 3,000 pounds must
be equipped with a device which will automatically apply the brakes in case
of a breakaway.
Trailers with a gross weight of 3,000 pounds or less must be equipped with
brakes if the weight of the trailer(s) exceeds 40 percent of the weight of
the towing vehicle. Trailers manufactured and assembled prior to July 1,
1965, having a gross weight less than 2,000 pounds need not be equipped with
brakes.
LIGHTS — Two red tail lamps, one located near each side on the rear of the
trailer. Two stop lamps at the rear which may be in conjunction with the
tail lamp units. The license plate shall be illuminated by a white lamp
which may be in conjunction with either tail lamp. Two red reflectors,
one located near each side on the rear of the trailer. On trailers over
80 inches in width, two red clearance lamps on the rear located at the
highest and widest points of the permanent structure, two amber clearance
lamps on the front located at the highest and widest points of the permanent
structure, and three red identification lamps on the rear located near the
top of the permanent structure of the trailer as close as practical to the
vertical centerline. On trailers 30 feet or more in overall length, on
each side, one amber side marker lamp and one amber reflector, centrally
located with respect to the length of the trailer.
-3-

SPLASH GUARDS -- (fenders or flaps) a device to effectively reduce wheel
spray, extending to the center of the axle and as wide as the tire behind
which they are mounted.
TURN SIGNALS — Electrical turn signals operated from the towing vehicle
are required.
SERIAL NUMBER -- Required for registration in state. May be stamped by the
manufacturer onto a conspicuous permanent part upon the outside of the
trailer, or placed on a manufacturer tag where it may be easily inspected.
LICENSE PLATE -- Required on all trailers regardless of size.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION — Issued to trailers registered in Washington.
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE — Issued to trailers registered in Washington.
PARKING OFF HIGHWAY FOR AN OVERNIGHT STAY ~ Not permissible on interstate
freeways.
TOWING VEHICLE — It is permissible to use a commercial type vehicle to tow
a trailer coach. The towing vehicle must be able to maintain a speed which
will not impede traffic.
TIMES OF OPERATION — It is permissible to tow a legal size trailer at all
times in this state, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. Overlegal
size trailers will be restricted to the times and highways indicated on
the overlegal permit.
RIDING IN TRAILERS — Illegal.
FUEL RESTRICTIONS — Gasoline stoves: None. Butane tanks: None.
STATE REGULATIONS IN REGARD TO SANITARY EQUIPMENT — None.
MOBILE HOMES PARKED IN TRAILER PARKS OR COURTS AND NOT USED ON HIGHWAYS —
Required to be registered for the current year.
MOTOR HOMES — Requirements same as trailer coaches.
GENERAL SPEED — Every person operating any vehicle shall obey all posted speed
limits and drive at a speed no greater than is reasonable and proper under
conditions existing, weight of vehicle, and type of highway.
NONRESIDENT — Licensing regulations will be governed by the reciprocity
agreement in effect with the non-resident's home state. Visitors temporarily




Excerpts of the Oetrander Report

The following a.re extracted from an unpublished re-
port prepared by Mr. Greg Kreshei, Vice President of En-
gineering for Alloy Trailers, Inc. (Spokane, WA.> and are
reproduced with his permission.
The report documents the field error which exists
when attempting to weigh Class 8 tractor semitrailer
combinations axle-by-axle. Operators, working closely
with the weigh master at the scale site, weighed each
combination several times in a variety of ways. The
weight was recorded as the truck was driven onto the
scale, axle by axle, and compared to weights of the axle
group as a whole. Additionally, weights were recorded
as the combinations were driven off the scale platform,
again axle by axle, and the readings compared.
As is evident, differences existed between the
results. The implications of this study for scale ac-
curacy s>r~e obvious.

Report on Scale Weighing
at
Washington State Patrol "Ostrander 11 Scale on 15 South
on
May 2$, 1988
This was done to determine effectiveness of weighing Individual axles of
multi-axle combinations typically interconnected with standard springs & equalizers*
By weighing individuals, or combinations of axles with other axles off the
10 ft. scale platform the weights wouldn f t match, add up to totals, or by using
mathematics, it a-meared the axles were varying in weight*
When Darts of the integrally connected susoensions are pulled off the scale
values recorded on tho scale aopear to be less than those calculated, averaged,
or seen with individual portable scales under all wheels, or"entire unit "scale
weights.
Therefore, It annears that the use of platform scales:




still does not urovide accurate enough information to administer weight regulations
for multi-axle combinations that are integrally connected.
This data is in full agreement with previous experience and data reported in
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OOO













/'^^/^~NV/^~N\ Thla would 1
This would lT-tly cantor axle » Ui,60O
tj rub trie tint; 1st vt. frcn this one.
luply rear axla 111,600
' 1a« abora wt. frcn this one.
27,800
/^^\ /^"N /^"N Thia wt. irollaa
( )( )( ) br aubtracttonV^yVV V^y This wt. l-rollee
=1
12,300
rwd. Bli » 12.600
frcn abova.
ctr. axla 15.500
by subtraction fra below.
OOO R 1 3 I. T 3
JJ»,60ONli*,6CD 11,200




Thla unit had »-r3rcn. 1* alopa downward





















Thia lnolles center axle 3J..700
by subtracting S**l K. fron this cne
/•""v ^--^ /*-<v Thle irrallea rear ill* H*. 0130




Thia lnallea fwd. axle - 11.630
by subtraction Son abort.
















This !nallea center axl» - IL.LiTO
by aubtractlai above v%. fro-. t.'Jj.
Thia lmlies re*r wcla - 13, "00
by robtraetlAC a£ore fru this one.
Thia ln^liee fVd. axla » 1L.J30
by subtraction fran above.












c.l A trucking primer for
the public works communi-
ty.
%."**<
*.

